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EN4CLOSURE

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2
SEISMIC QUALIFICATION REVIEW TEAM AUDIT

CGClTENTS

1. Ice Condenser Intermediate Deck Doors
2. Reactor Trip Switchgear
3. Reactor Protection System Cabinet
4. Engineering Safeguards Cabinet
5. Pressurizer Safety Valve
6. C~harging/Safety Injection Pumps
7. Boric Acid Filter, Transfer Pump
8. Power Range Neutron Detector
9. Control Rod Drive Mechanism

10. Main Control Panel
11. Electrical Penetrations
12. 125 V DC Vital Batteries
13. Diesel Generator Control and Protection Relay Panel
14. Metal Clad Switchgear
15. Battery Rack
16. Duplex Alarm Relay/Sum and Difference Amplifier
17. Main Steam Isolation Valve
18. ERCW Pump
19. Diesel Combustion Air Intake Filter
20. Control Damper, Motor Operated
21. Emergency Generator Starting and Control System Contractor:

Barksdale Pressure Switch/Square D Relays
22. Spent Fuel Pit Crane (Fuel Handling Machine)

Generic-Concerns

GC.l Single Axis, Single Frequency Testing
GC.2 Use of Damping Values
GC.3 Peak Breading in the Test Response Spectra or Required Response Spectra
GC.4 Field Installed Mounting Versus Qualification Test or Analysis
GC.S Nozzle Load Exerted on Safety Related Equipment



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2
SEISMIC QUALIFICATION REVIEW TEAM AUDIT

1. Ice Condenser Intermediate Deck Doors

No outstanding action items.

2.' Reactor TrjRp Swichea

2.1 Question:

The cabinet was mounted to the test table using 3/8 inch bolts,
while the installed cabinet was mounted using continuous welds

along the front and back edges. Demonstrate that the field
mounting is at least as adequate as the test mounting (Generic
consideration).

Response:

See response to Generic Concern 4.

2.2 Question:

A box-shaped cable support beam that extends downward from the
floor above contacts the cabinet near its top. Explain whether
the contact with this beam affects the qualification of the
cabinet.

Response:

The observed contact between the cable tray support beam and the
reactor trip switchgear is not consistent with the seismic
qualification of either the switchgear or the cable tray/support
configuration. TVA installation of such equipment typically
provides a minimum of 1.0 inch clearance (lower with
justification) for relative motion due to seismic excitation.
This situation will be corrected, prior to fuel loading, to
provide for adequate clearance for seismic response motion
without impact between the equipment and cable tray support.

2.3 Question:

There is no peak broadening in the test response spectra (TRS) or
required response spectra (RRS). Justify the acceptability of a
narrow response spectrum peak. (Generic consideration)

Response:

In response to this item, Westinghouse has peak broadened the RRS
provided by TVA in accordance with IVA requirements (10%
broadening). The broadened RRS has been compared with IRS.
Based on this comparison, the TRS envelopes the RRS with the
exception of a small area between 4.8-5.2 Hz. This is acceptable
since there are no natural frequencies in the 4.8-5.2 Hz range.



A copy of the broadened RRS and the comparison of the TRS and RRS
is contained in the revised SQRT Form (Attachment 2.3-1). It
should be noted that it is not considered appropriate to peak
broaden the TRS.

2.4 Question:

Explain how damping was consid ered in this qualification for, both
OBE and SSE seismic input.

Response:

See the response to Generic Concern 2.

3. Reactor Protection System Cabinet

3.1 Question:

Demonstrate that field mounting is at least as adequate as test
mounting. (Generic consideration)

Response:

See response to Generic Concern 4.

3.2 Question:

Evaluate how qualification is affected by the close mounting of
cabinets.

Response:

NRC's site audit observation was that 'the cabinet is mounted
approximately 1/4 inch to 3/8 inch from the adjacent safeguards
test cabinet.' TVA concurs with the NRC concern regarding the
possibility of impacting between adjacent items of equipment due
to seismic response motion. For the subject cabinets this
possibility would represent an unacceptable situation.

SSE repsonse motion calculations have been performed for both the
reactor protection system cabinet and the safeguards test cabinet
which show that a minimum clearance of 1/2 inch between the
cabinets is required to ensure that impacting will not occur.
TVA will recheck the cabinets installation to verify existing
clearance, and will adjust the cabinets mounting as required to
ensure that clearance between the cabinets is no less than the
1/2 inch minimum required.

3.3 Question:

Provide an evaluation of the degree of amplification in response
incurred by the cabinet during tests to more clearly justify
single frequency testing.



Response:

See the response to Generic Concern 1. The RRS provided by TVA

has been peak broadened by Westinghouse by 10 percent. A

comparison of the RRS and TRS demonstrates that the IRS1 envelopes

the RRS. The broadened RRS and the subject comparison are

included in the revised SQRT Forms (Attachment 3 .3-1).

4. Engineered Safesuarris Test Cpb nl

4.1 Question:

Demonstrate that field mounting is at least as adequate as test

mounting.

Response:

See response to Generic Concern 4.

4.2 Question:

Evaluate how qualification is affected by the close mounting of

cabinets.

Response:

See response to Item 3.2.

4.3 Question:

Provide an evaluation of the degree of amplification in response

incurred by the cabinet during tests-to more clearly justify

single frequency testing.

Response:

See the response to Generic Concern 1. The RRS provided by WVA

has been peak broadened by Westinghouse by 10 percent. A

comparison of the RRS and TRS demonstrates that the IRlS envelopes

the RRS. The broadened RRS and the subject comparison are

included in the revised SQRT Forms (Attachment 4.3-1).

5. PresurizerSafety-alve

No outstanding action items.

6. Charging/Safety Iniection- Pumps

6.1 Question:

Perform a detailed analysis on the suction nozzle connection

using an approach appropriate for the nozzle geometry.



Response:

Based on the Pacific Pump and Westinghouse review of the design
reports identified on the SQRT Form previously provided to the NRC,
the Bijlaard technique was not used for the analysis of the pump
suction nozzle. The pump suction nozzle was analyzed in accordance
with the requirements of the ASME Code, Section III, Appendix A-2212.
It should be noted that the Bijlaard technique was used to analyze the
discharge nozzle. The geometry of the discharge nozzle does lend
itself to analysis using Bijlaard techniques.

6.2 Question:

Provide a comparison between nozzle loads used in the pump
analysis and those obtained from piping analysis. (Generic
consideration)

Response:

The most recent CVCS piping system analysis results showed the piping
loads imposed on the charging pumps exceeded the pump vno's
(Westinghouse) defined nozzle loads limit criteria. The piping
analysis loads were transmitted to Westinghouse with the request to
assess the impact, if any, upon the qualification of the pumps. TVA
was subsequently advised by Westinghouse that the revised nozzle loads
for the pumps are acceptable.

7. Boric Acid Filter, TransferPun

No outstanding action items.

8. Power Rana. Neutron Detector

No outstanding action items.

9. Control Rod Drive Mechanism

9.1 Question:

The qualification documentation did not identify load
combinations used. Identify all load combinations, such as
seismic plus Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA), and explain how
responses were combined.

Response:

As identified in the Watts Bar FSAR, all appropriate loading
combinations are considered for the CRDMs. Specifically, for the
faulted condition Westinghouse includes LOCA, SSE, and dead
weight loads in their analysis. The LOCA and SSE loads are
combined by the square-root-sum-of-squares method and this
resultant is added absolutely with the deadweight loads. The
enclosed SQRT Form (Attachment 9.1-1) has been revised to reflect
the above information.



9.2 Question:

Verify that the Westinghouse response spectra envelope the Watts

Bar floor-level response spectra.

Response:

As described in Note 2 of the CRDM SQRT Form (Attachment 9.1-1),

Westinghouse performed a generic stress analysis to determine

allowable moments. Westinghouse then performed a specific plant

analysis using specific Watts Bar response spectra (not generic

spectra) to determine specific plant moments. As noted on the SQRT

Form, the specific plant moments are enveloped by the allowable

moments thus demonstrating qualification of the CRDM's for Watts Bar.

9.3 Question:

Compare natural frequencies identified during pluck test on the

CRDM with calculated natural frequencies.

Response:

Vibration tests were performed on the Westinghouse Model L-105 full

length CRDM as documented in References 1 and 2. Reported first mode

frequencies for the L-105 ranged from 6.51 Hz to 10.08 Hz, depending on

the head adaptor length (the lower frequency corresponding to the longer

adaptors). A second mode at 27.5 Hz was also reported. These

frequencies were higher than calculated for the L-106A since the L-105

is shorter by about two feet. Taking into account the differences

between the L-105 and L-106 the correlation between available test

results and calculations for the L-106 model are reasonable. As

described below, potential differences in natural frequencies have been

accounted for in the analysis.

To account for the differences in the frequencies between the test

results and analytical results for the longest CRDM, the following

procedure was used. (The longest CRDM is the CRDM with the greatest

seismic loads.) The longest CRDM first test frequency is 6.66 Hz, while

the analytical result was 4.26 Hz.

By examining the attached enveloping response spectra, all the CRDM's

had the same input acceleration value at their first frequency, except

for the longest CRDM. To account for this, the seismic loads on the

longest CRDM were ratioed upward. The ratio used as the peak horizontal

acceleration value divided by the acceleration value used in the

original analysis at 4.26 Hz. Thus, the difference in the test

frequencies and analytic frequencies is accounted for.

1. Obermeyer, F. D., 'Effective Structural Damping of the KEP

L105 Control Rod Drive Mechanism,' WCAP-7427, January 1970.

(Westinghouse Proprietary)

2. Obermeyer, F. D., WCAP-7427, Addendum 1 to reference (1)

above, December 1970. (Westinghouse Proprietary).



10. Main Control Board

10.1 Question:

The analysis was performed assuming the panel to be fixed at its
base. An inspection revealed that the panel is attached to the
floor with spot welds along the inside edge only of an angle-
shaped member at the base of the panel. The freedom of the
outside edge of this member could introduce flexibility into the
base-to-floor attachment. Evaluate by test or analysis whether
the installed attachment is adequately fixed.

Response:

TVA has performed an analysis to evaluate the flexibility effects
of the base mounting angle as installed upon the specified
natural frequency of the control room panels as seismically
qualified by Westinghouse. The demonstration analysis was based
on panel test data provided in the Westinghouse prepared main
control panel SQRT forms. The critical axis, relative to the
panel is logically the front/back direction; the lowest natural
frequency in this axis as 21.1 Hz.

The flexibility of the ba~se angle (as installed with
intermittent welds along the inside edge only) was computed and
transformed into an equivalent torsional spring at the base of
the panel. The additional flexibility of this base spring was
considered to act in series with flexibility inherent in the
21.1 Hz panel natural frequency. The effect of adding the base
angle flexibility was to reduce the panel natural frequency of

.21.1 Hz to 19.7 Hz. This minor frequency shift is well within
the accuracy of seismic qualification testing.

10.2 Question:

There is no peak broadening in the ThS or RRS. Justify the

acceptability of a narrow response spectrum peak.

Response:

Westinghouse utilized the TVA response spectra to perform the
dynamic seismic analysis of the Watts Bar Main Control Board.
The spectra used by Westinghouse were not broadened.
Westinghouse has evaluated the effect of the broadened spectra
on the analysis and determined that there is no impact.
Specifically, the natural frequency of the control board does
not coincide with response spectra peaks, therefore, peak
broadening would not Impact the control board stresses.
Additionally, as noted during the plant audit, there is
considerable margin between the actual and allowable stresses.



11. Ele9LritPenetjrgtons

11 .1 Question:

A comparison of site specific RRS with the IRS showing adequate

enveloping of the RRS by the TRS.

11.2 Question:

A satisfactory response as to which one of the SSE levels was

used for comparison.

Response (11.1 and 11.2):

The electrical penetrations installed at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

were seismically qualified by Conax Corporation's generic

program. The required response spectra from their generic

program are shown on the attached graphs (Figure 11.2-1 and

11.2-2) together with the floor response spectra applicable to

the Watts Bar installation. It is apparent that the Conax

generic criteria adequately envelopes the Watts Bar installation

requirements.

It might be noted that the Conax generic crtieria reflects a

factor 1.5 between the ORE response spectrum and the SSE

spectrum while the Watts Bar requirements reflect a factor of

2.0. Since each of the Conax spectra envelopes the

corresponding Watts Bar installation required spectrum, the

difference in factor between OBE and SSE has no particular

significance other than margin of conservatism.

12. 125 V dcVital Batteries

12.1 Question:

Explain what surveillance programs will be instituted to

maintain the seismic capability of the vital batteries

throughout plant life.

Response:

The attached field inspection procedure (Attachment 12.1-1)

requires a detailed annual inspection. Any observed indication

of degradation of any sort, functional or structural, will be

noted, evaluated, and corrected as appropriate.

12.2 Question:

Verify that all batteries will have spacers installed as they

did during qualification tests.



Response:

Spacers between battery units have not yet been installed in the
125V dc vital battery assemblies as required by installation
drawings and as would be required for compatability with the
qualification test configuration. Spacers will be installed
prior to fuel loading.

During the seismic audit, this concern was expressed as a
generic comment applicable to all similar battery assembly
configurations. The only other similar battery is the emergency
diesel generator battery assembly. It has been verified that
the spacers between battery units are already in place in the DG
battery assemblies.

12.3 Question:

The IVA specification for bid required positive anchorage of the
battery cells which was accepted by the vendor. Explain whether
the vendor was given a release from this requirement.

Response:

The WBN battery specification (reviewed during the plant audit)
does not require that the battery cells have hold-down
hardware. It does require in paragraph D.3.a(3) that 'all
battery cells shall be anchored or fastened in such a way that
they will remain in place when friction is assumed nonexistent.
If side and end rails are used, they shall be arranged to
prevent cells from jumping over or slipping between the
restraining rails and bottom support rails.'

It was determined during previous seismic testing of similar
vital battery assemblies that side and end rails were sufficient
restraint if located above the center of gravity of the
battery. This restraint design configuration was employed by
the vendor for the WBN installation. The seismic test of the
WBN configuration verified that this method of restraint is
seismically acceptable.

13. Diesel Generator Control and Protection Relay-Panel

13.1 Question:

Provide a comparison between a RRS and the TRS and justify
adequacy of the single frequency input motion.

Response:

Seismic testing of the diesel generator control and protection
relay panel was accomplished in January 1975 in accordance with
TVA's criteria implementing the procedures of IEEE 344-1971.



Testing at SSE levels was conducted as a series of single frequency

(sine beat, 10 cycles per beat) tests at frequencies throughout the 1-

33 hertz range, specifically including tests at all equipment natural

frequencies noted during the sine sweep resonance search tests. The

required input acceleration level was the zero period acceleration

(ZPA) of the applicable SSE floor response spectrum.

This test program can also be shown to satisfy the test procedures of

IEEE 344-1975 with a considerable degree of conservatism. With

regard to the consideration of multifrequency test input motion, the

fundamental requirement is that the TRS must envelop the RRS or

applicable portions thereof with a peak input acceleration no less

than the ZPA. Depending on the dynamic characteristics of the

equipment being qualified, the applicable portion (most critical

portion) of the RRS may or may not include the frequency range of the

response spectrum peak. The most critical portion of the response

spectrum is that frequency range which includes the natural frequency

or frequencies of the equipment. Test data from a number of

equipment response accelerometers has established the relay panel

natural frequencies as follows:

Longitudinal (side/side) -- 17.5 hertz
Lateral (front/back) -- 14, 25, and 30 hertz

Vertical -- rigid

The '1RS/RRS comparison plots (Figure 13.1-1 and 13.1-2) illustrate

that in the frequency range of equipment lowest natural frequency and

above, the IRS envelopes the RRS with a large margin of

conservatism. In its longitudinal (side/side) axis, the panel was

found to have a single natural frequency at 17.5 hertz. At this most

critical frequency, the TRS acceleration is 13.3 g compared with the

RRS value of approximately 1.6 g; conservative by a factor of 8.3.

The lateral (front/back) axis was found to have three natural

frequencies 14, 25, and 30 hertz. The following table lists, for

several test frequencies, the TRS and RRS acceleration values at the

equipment natural frequencies. This data clearly shows the adequacy

of the series of single frequency tests as satisfying the

qualification requirements, including the consideration of multiple

mode excitation and interaction.

AceeainRto. R--R

Panel Natural-Freaguency
Test

Freatuencv 14 25 30

14 13.3/3.2 1.7/1.3 1.4/1.15

16 6.0/3.2 2.1/1.3 1.7/1.15

25 ---- 13.3/1.3 4.0/1.15

30 -- 3.7/1.3 14.5/1.15



In addition, to the consideration of test enveloping at observed
natural frequencies, TVA's criteria for single frequency testing
recognizes the possibility of there being other localized
critical frequencies which are not detected during testing. (In
view of the number and distribution of response accelerometers
used in the relay panel test, the possibility of undetected
critical frequencies is considered remote.) The SSE test series
for the relay panel included test frequencies throughout the 1-
33 hertz range at approximately 1/2-ootave increments which
adequately cover this possibility.

13.2 Question:

Explain the consequence of the observed relay chatter.

Response:

During seismic testing of the diesel generator relay board, each
different type of relay was monitored for electrical
continuity. Relay chatter was observed in only one circuit
(#46). This anomoly was evaluated by both the equipment vendor
and TVA as a part of the qual if ication test review and found to
be of no concern to appropriate safety functionality of the
equipment. The relay exhibiting the chatter is used only during
testing phases of the diesel generator system and cannot prevent
proper operation of the diesel generator system during or after
a seismic event.

13.3 Question:

Demonstrate that all relays (including differential relays) will
be functional in both the open and closed positions.

Response:

Seismic qualification testing of diesel generator relay board
included an extensive program for the verification of
appropriate electrical functionality in all possible modes of
operation (i.e., relays in both the open and closed positions).
Detailed functional test procedures were provided to TVA in
separate correspondence which was referenced in the Wyle
Laboratories test report. (The Wyle Laboratories test report
was reviewed by the NRC at the time of the audit, however, the
subject ocrrespondence was not available at the audit.) The
subject correspondence is attached (Attachment 13.3-1) and
paragraph 3.3 of the procedure defines the functional monitoring
program which was performed during seismic testing. No
functional anomalies critical to appropriate operation of the
relay board were observed.



13.4 Question:

Demonstrate that field mounting of the panel is at least as

structurally sound as lab mounting.

Response:

The DG relay panels are provided by the vendor with a removable

channel base. The channel is attached, bolted, to an angle at

the base of the panel and is considered an integral part of the

relay panel assembly. For seismic qualification, the test

report states: 'The test specimen (including base sill channel)

was bolted to a steel plate which in turn was welded to the

seismic test machine.'

TVA's installation is in accordance with vendor-supplied

drawings. The base sill channel is welded to embedded plates

and grouted in place. The relay board is in turn bolted to the

channel. By inspection, the field mounting is at least as

structurally adequate as the test mounting. For this

installation, the assembly dynamic characteristics will be

dictated by the flexibility inherent in the equipment panel, and

its bolted attachment to the base sill channel. This area of

the assembly installation mounting is identical to the tested

configuration.

14. Metalclad Switchftear-(6900-V)

14.1 Question:

To complete qualification of this item the applicant was

requested to describe the mounting method used during testing

and to show that field mounting is at least as structurally

sound as test mounting.

Response:

Wyle Laboratories test procedure No. 541/3400/ES states that '

.. specimen will be attached using ten 1/2'-13 commercially
available bolts, nuts, and washers.' Although this definition of

the attachment configuration was not specifically related in the

test report, No. 427868-1, (provided for review during SQRT
audit) it has been confirmed through direct contact with Wyle

personnel that this was indeed the test mounting configuration.

TVA drawing No. 45W247-1 R15, and GE drawing No. 0123D3645
illustrate the bolted attachment configuration. Field

inspection of the installed configuration has verified

installation per these drawings.

The equipment attachment configuration for qualification testing

was in fact representative of the installed configuration.



During the seismic audit, IVA was asked (informal question) for

any additional data which might exist relative to the definition

of equipment assembly natural frequencies.

In an effort to respond to this informal question, the GE engineer

involved in the switchgear test program was contacted. He was asked

if there was any additional information (e.g., his own engineering
notes) regarding equipment natural frequencies beyond that contained

in the seismic test report. He was unable to provide additional
information. The transmissibility plots included in the test report,

pages 40 through 51, are the best indication of equipment dynamic

characteristics, including natural frequencies.

Major assembly natural frequencies, as indicated by the
transmissibility plots are:

side/side -3.2 Hz

front/back -10 Hz

15. Battery-Rgck

No outstanding action items.

16. Duplex-Alarm Relay/Sum and-Difference-Amplifier

No outstanding action items.

17. Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV)

17.1 Question:

Provide nozzle loads and compare these to allowable values for

the attached piping. (Generic consideration)

Response:

The Watts Bar MSIVs are seismically qualified based on the
extensive generic program of testing and analysis performed by

the valve manufacturer, Atwood and Morrill. This program
included a series of tests to demonstrate valve operability
while subjected to the combined effects of valve actuator
seismic loads, attached piping nozzle loads, and internal
pressure. Actuator seismic loads and nozzle loads were applied

statically. This test qualified the valve for simultaneous
application of:

Internal pressure -- 1244 psig
Nozzle loads -- Yield stress in attached piping.

.Test values M- M 1.967 x 106 ft lb
p = 1.0 x 106 lb

Actuator seismic loads -- 3.0 G each direction
(5.8 g resultant)

Test value -- 29,900 lb applied at operator CG



TVA's piping analysis allowable loads criteria is such as to
ensure that the MSIV nozzle loads qualification level is not
exceeded. The stress in the attached piping is, by criteria,
limited to less than 0.76 yield stress. From the piping
analysis, the actual loads in the attached piping at the MSIV
interface are found to be significantly less than that permitted
by the piping stress allowable criteria.

The degree of margin between the imposed piping loads and the.
MSIV qualification limits is best indicated (qualitatively) by a
comparison of interface bending moments. The maximum seismic
bending moment imposed by the piping on any of the MSIV
interfaces was found from analysis results to be 0.7292 x 106
ft-lb, as compared with the maximum t4SIV qualification test
bending moment of 1.967 x 106 ft-lb.

17.2 Question:

Provide maximum g levels at the valve location as obtained from
piping analysis results.

Response:

As discussed in the response to Item 17.1, the MSIV generic
qualification program included the consideration of 3.0 g
seismic loading in each of three mutually perpendicular axes,

5.8 G resultant loading. TVA' s main steam piping analysis
criteria includes a seismic acceleration limit of 3.6 g
resultant; the piping analysis model includes representation of

the MSIVs. This criteria ensures that seismic qualification
limits of the valves will not be exceeded in the installed
configuration.

As in the case of nozzle loads, the maximum acceleration values
from the piping system analysis are significantly less than the

criteria allowable. The maximum seismic acceleration on any of
the MSIVs was found from the analysis results to be 2.68 g
resultant.

17.3 Question:

Describe tests performed on the 32-inch MSIV and explain how
these assure operability of the valve under Watts Bar seismic
conditions.

Response:

The Watts Bar MSIVs have been subjected to an extensive program
of testing and analysis to ensure seismic qualification and
operability under all required loading conditions. The
following is a summary of, in TVA' s view, the most significant
aspects of A18M's program.



Seismic Test of MSIV Control Panel

Reference: Environmental Test Laboratory, 'Seismic
Qualification Test Report - 32-In. MISV Control Panel for Atwood
and Morrill Company, Incorporated' dated 5/19/77.

The control panel is rigidly attached to the valve actuator
assembly. The panel was subjected to low level (0.3 g) sine
sweep resonance search test in each principal axis. Testing was
performed up to 50 hertz; the panel was found to be rigid (fn greater
than 33 Hz). Seismic qualification to SSE levels was accomplished as
a series of single frequency, 30-second, sine dwell tests with an
input acceleration level of 3.0 S. Testing was performed at
approximately 1/2 octave increments up to 36 hertz in each principal
axis. A 12-stop valve operational procedure was performed with each
test. No structural or functional degradation occurred as a result
of the seismic test conditions.

Seismic Test of MSIV Actuator

Reference: American Environments Company Report SIh-060578-1,
'Nuclear Qualification Test Report on MISV Air Spring Actuator
for Atwood and Morrill Company, Incorporated' dated 10/23/78.

The referenced test program subjected the full scope of
environmental and seismic conditions on a 26-in. MSIV actuator
assembly. The seismic portion of the test program included:

Resonant Frequency Search - The actuator assembly was subjected
to a low level (0.3 g) sine sweep resonant search test in each
principal axis. Testing was performed up to 50 hertz; the
actuator assembly was found to be rigid (fn greater than 33 Hz). The
lowest significant resonance of the actuator was found to be_
approximately 36 Hz.

Dynamic Shake Table Test - Functional appurtenances, i.e., limit
switch assemblies and air manifold assembly components, were
subjected to dynamic seismic simulation testing. The components
were subjected to 30-second sine dwell tests at each integer
frequency in the range of I to 35 hertz. The input was applied
to the horizontal and vertical axes simultaneously,.in phase, at
an angle of 34 degrees from the horizontal. The test series was
repeated in each of four orientations, each time rotating the
equipment 90 degrees about the vertical axis. Testing was
performed with an input acceleration level of 14.4 g (12 g
horizontal/8 g vertical) to the limits of the dynamic test
equipment capability. Operability of the components was
verified throughout the testing program.



Static Seismic Simulation Test - The actuator assembly was
subjected to static seismic loading test. A load of
46,080 pounds (46,080 =14.4 g times 3,200 pounds) was applied
through the actuator center of gravity along an axis
perpendicular to the valve actuator stem centerline. The

actuator was operated a minimum of once per load application
(five times total) from fully open to fully closed and returned
to fully open.

No structural or functional degradation occurred as a result of

any of the above testing.

PipeEnd LoaSadjic BndTet

Reference: Atwood and Morrill Company Report 44, 'Closure
Testing of a 32-In. MSIV Under Pipe and Seismic Loading' dated

5/9/77.

The discussion of this test program, including test load parameters,

and their significance to TVA's MSIV seismic qualification is
provided in the response to questions 1 and 2. This test program was

observed by AfiM's MSIV customers from throughout the industry, both
domestic and international. A TVA representative was present
throughout the test program. Testing to levels significantly in
excess of TVA's qualification requirements was accomplished with no

evidence of structural or functional degradation.

Sonic Flow Test of a MSIV

Reference: Atwood and Morrill Company Test Report 43, 'Performance
Testing of a 26-In. MSIV During Simulated Guillotine Break
Conditions' dated 5/9/77.

A series of flow tests was performed on an MSIV to demonstrate

its ability to close under flow conditions associated with a
guillotine break in the connected steam flow lines. The program
included testing in both the forward and reverse flow
directions. Testing was performed on a 26-in. MSIV, modified to
model a 32-in. MSIV. The tests were conducted at the U.S. Naval
Ship Engineering Center at the Philadelphia Navy Base.

The blowdown type test consisted of the sudden release of a

controlled pressurized volume of nitrogen to produce sonic flow
conditions through the valve. Since the maximum flow velocity
in the test system is controlled by the sonic velocity of the
fluid, no adjustment could be made for differences between steam

flow and nitrogen flow. Nitrogen has a lower sonic velocity
than steam, but, since it is considerably more dense, the mass
flow rate at sonic velocity is about twice that of steam.



The flow rates through the test valve were approximately 20 x
106 lbs/hour of nitrogen as compared to 12 x 106 lbs/hour
steam flow. The thrust due to the jetting gas is also a factor;
steam thrust has been calculated to be appropimately 480,000 lbs
and nitrogen 430,000 lbs (using thrust = V A/g). The behavior
of both gases is approximately the same since both act as
perfect gases at the temperature and pressure used during
testing.

The method of gas supply, as mentioned was from a controlled
volume of nitrogen, allowed to escape through the valve. For
this reason, the system pressure decreased 2exponentially rather
than maintaining a constant 900-1000 lbin g pressure in the
valve, expected in an actual power plant. This was compensated
to some extent by starting with an initial pr Issure higher than
the normal design pressures (up to 1300 lbin g). In the final
test juns, the system pressures ifter valve closure were 750
lbin g for test 5 and 650 lbin g for test 4, sufficiently
high to adequately represent actual conditions.

The test program was accomplished with no evidence of structural
or functional degradation of the valve. The test report
concluded that:

The most significant principle demonstrated by the series
of reverse flow tests is that the motion of the poppet is
independent of fluid flow .* . Based on the performance of
the 26-inch MSIV, it can be concluded that closure of the
32-inch valve is defined by the set speed of the air
cylinder metering valves.

18. PRCW Piiw

18.1 Question:

To assist in completion of our review the applicant was

requested to perform an evaluation of the effects of impact
loads due to nonlinear supports along the pump column.

Response:

The matter of impact loading between the 'down-hole' portion of the
pump and the pump supports has been the subject of considerable
technical discussions among TVA, the questioning auditor, and the
pump vendor consultant analyst. The following is a summary of those
discussions.

The original seismic qualification analysis of the pump did not
address the consideration of impact loading. It was the
technical opinion of the analyst, with TVA concurrence, that
although impacting would probably occur under seismic loading,
it does not represent a concern to pump functionality. This
decision was based primarily on two factors.



1. The maximum possible clearance between the pump outer casing

and the 'down-hole' supports is 3/8 inch. This small amount
of gap will prevent the pump from developing significant
kinetic energy at impact.

2. The pump design configuration is such that impact at the
outer casing will not jeopardize pump functionality. The
pump design has, in effect, assumed the possibility of
impacting between the pump impellar and the casing. To
eliminate any concern in this regard, bronze wear rings are
located on the pump casing at the point of potential
contact.

These two factors alone have been judged by INA to be a
sufficient basis to eliminate the question of impacting from
concern. In response to a specific request from T:VA, the pump
vendor has performed an evaluation of impact loading which has
been provided to TVA. IVA concurs with this evaluation to the
extent that even with an ultra-conservative analysis, impacting
is shown to be no concern to pump operability.

A copy of the pump vendor's analysis is attached (Attachment

19. Dise Conlion Air Intake-Filter

19.1 Question:

The qualification report for this item was not available At the
plant audit. The applicant was requested to submit the
qualification documents for review.

Response:

A copy of the American Air Filter Company Report No. PEP 574,
'Seismic Analysis of P01-54 Zycoil (Filter),' dated February 19,
1974, is attached (Attachment 19.1-1) . In reviewing this
analysis for qualification of the filter for Watts Bar
installation, it will be noted that the applied static loads are
not sufficiently high to envelope the applicable floor response
spectrum (Figure 19.1-1) peak acceleration. In order for the
analysis to be acceptable, the lowest natural frequency must be
greater than the frequency range of response spectrum peak
acceleration. In the original evaluation, the premise of
equipment rigidity was accepted by TV/A based on engineering
judgment. The judgment was based on inspection of the filter
assembly which incorporated the addition of 4 x 4 x 3/8 angle
vertical stiffeners to the standard filter design.

This judgment is still considered valid. Supplementary
calculations (Attachment 19.1-2) which include simplified,
conservative, natural frequency computations are also attached.



The total calculation package p 'rovides clear demonstration of
the equipment capability to withstand SSE loading conditions,
with a considerable margin of safety.

21. Barksdalp-Pressure Swit~h/Spuare-D Relay

21.1 Question:

Details of the biaxial tests and the items involved in them.

21.2 Question:

A satisfactory justification of the single axis, single
frequency tests in the presence of the magnification
frequencies.

Response (21.1 and 21.2):

Barksdale Pressure Switch--The Barksdale pressure switch (as
reported in Wyle Laboratories report No. 42749) was subjected to
the following test procedure:

Test Series 1

Resonant search - Low level, 1-33 Hz

Three individual axes - Sine beat tests at observed resonant
frequencies, 3 g input in each horizontal and 1 g input in
the vertical axes independently.

Biaxial tests - Sine beat tests at resonances, 1.5 g
vertical/1.5 g horizontal simultaneously. Test specimen
re-oriented and test repeated in the vertical and second
horizontal axis simultaneously.

The following is a summary of data from the biaxial test results.

Input Accel
TsAxsFreg oi Vert

Vert/S-S 5 2.40 3.20
27 1.80 1.66

Vert/F-B 7 2.10 2.40
12 1.70 1.84
33 1.80 1.80

For installation in the diesel generator building, single
frequency testing is within the guidelines of IEEE-344, 'Seismic
ground motion has been filtered due to one predominant
strucutral mode . . . short duration steady-state vibration can
be a conserative input excitation.' The attached (Figure 21.1-1)
applicable floor response spectrum (broadened) clearly exhibits
the single mode filtering characteristics. Conservatism of the
qualification test is ensured by:



1 . The test input acceleration is significantly greater than

the required input motion, i.e., applicable response spectra

ZPA. The required SSE input levels are 1.1 g

horizontal/.75 g vertical. The conservatism of the input

acceleration level tabulated above is obvious.

2. Imposing the input motion to the equipment at this observed

natural frequencies, by definition, represents testing at

the most critical frequencies relative to the equipment.

This test procedure represents a much more severe condition

to the equipment than simply enveloping the broadened

required response spectra.

Square D Relay--Wyle Laboratories report No. 42749 also included

testing of the Square D relays. The relays, as separate

devices, were included in the same sequence of testing as the

Barksdale pressure switch (test series 1). The relays were

further tested in their installed configuration in the engine

control panel (test series 2). Test series 2 consisted of

vertical axis testing only.

From further review of the equipment contract files, it has been

found that testing of the relays included in this report was not

intended to represent seismic qualification of the relays for

Watts Bar installation. Seismic qualification of the engine

control panel, including functional Square D relays, was

established by earlier testing at Acton Laboratories. The

following is a summary of pertinent data and discussion from the

Acton test program.

Reference: Acton Environmental Testing Company
Test Report No. 9647
Dated October 23, 1972

The engine control panel was subjected to the following test

program; all testing was perfomed as a series of single

frequency (sine beat) tests in each of three mutally

perpendicular axes independently.

Resonant search - Low level, 1-33 Hz

Low level beat frequency - Sine beat tests in each principal

axis at an input acceleration level of 1.7 g's. Test

frequencies were 1/2,2,5,8,11,14,17,21,24,27,30, and 33 Hz

plus any observed equipment natural frequencies.

High level beat frequencies - Sine beat test in each

horizontal axis at an input acceleration level of 3 g; same

test frequencies. The vertical axis was not tested at this

acceleration level.

Several representative relays were monitored for electrical

continuity during testing.



Two problems were encountered during horizontal axis testing:
(1) a number of relays fell loose from their installation in the
panel, and (2) a crack developed in the cabinet structure. The
problems were corrected by (1) incorporating a spring and
bracket assembly around each relay to hold it in place, and (2)
repairing the apparently defective weld in the cabinet
structure. Portions of the horizontal axis test program were
repeated to verify adequacy of the fixes. The qualification
program was completed with no further evidence of physical
damage, with the relays restrained in place there was no
evidence of electrical misfunction. The installation has been
rechecked to verify that the spring/bracket restraints for the
relays are in place for the Watts Bar unit.

For this installation in the diesel generator building, the
justification for single frequency testing is the same as that
presented previously for the Barksdale pressure switch.
Justification of single axis testing is based on two
considerations.

1. Conservatism of test input acceleration values of 3 g
horizontal/1.7 g vertical as compared with the required
levels of 1.1 G horizontal/.75 g vertical.

2. Electrical relays inherently reflect a single axis critical
failure mode, i.e., contact chatter due to excitation along
the axis parallel to that of contractor motion. The single
axis mode of failure characteristic, consistent with the
intent of IEEE 344, 1975, represents an acceptable basis for
single axis qualification tests.

In view of all the above considerations, the Square D relays
were judged to be adequately seismically qualified for their
Watts Bar installation in the engine control panel.

For information to further illustrate the margin of conservatism
refected in this qualification test program, a representative
comparison of test response spectra with the required response
spectra is attached (Figure 21.1-2). At the most critical
frequencies, equipment natural frequencies of 17 and 24 Hz, the
single frequency test response spectra envelope the
corresponding required spectral values by large margins as
tabulated below.

Acceleration Ratios - TS/RRS

Test- Freaunc P@nlNtrlFeul

17 22.5/1.6 7.2/1.3
21 9.5/1.6 17.0/1.3
24 4.1/1.6 22.5/1.3



22. Spe~nt F.uel Pit Crane-(Fuel-Handling Machine)

22.1 Question:

The SQRT Forms for this item were not available at the plant

audit. The applicant was requested to submit the SQRT Forms for

review.

Response:

The SORT Forms are attached (Attachment 22.1-1).

Generic Concerns

GC.1 Question:

Numerous NSSS equipment items were qualified using single frequency

and/or single axis testing. Westinghouse claimed to have previously

produced rationale for the acceptability of this form of testing for

qualifying their equipment. Since members of the audit team were

unfamiliar with the justification that Westinghouse had prepared,

they requested references relative to this justification and other

documentation supporting the use of single frequency, single axis

tests in qualifying the NSSS equipment.

Response:

The NRC questioned the acceptability of single axis, single frequency

testing performed by Westinghouse. As described below, the

acceptability of this type of testing had previously been questioned

by the staff and resolved by Westinghouse based on a supplemental

demonstration testing program. Provided below is a brief history of

this issue.

In 1969 Westinghouse began seismic qualification of electrical

equipment by test for complex electrical equipment not amenable to

seismic qualification by analysis. Components such as transmitters,

process control equipment, solid state protection system, and static

inverters were included in this program. The results of these tests

were reported in WCAP-7817 and WCAP-7821 and submitted to the NRC for

review in early 1972. The qualification methodology employed at that

time was generally single axis, single frequency tests, as specified

in IEEE-344-1971. The NRC formally accepted these WCAPs in January

1973 as a basis for the licensing of Westinghouse plants. WCAP-7817

(7821) was referenced for specific plant applications until December

of 1974 when the NRC rescinded its previous approval and issued

questions concerned with the justification of the test methods that

were used. Finally, in June 1975, these WCAPs were declared

unacceptable for further reference until more tests or analysis were

performed to verify the conservatism of the original qualification

methodology. The major concern identifed by the NRC was the use of

single axis sine beat testing to conservatively expose the equipment

to multi-mode excitation. This concern surfaced with the issuance of

IEEE-344-1 975.



In July 1975, Westinghouse proposed a supplemental seismic
demonstration program. The first and most important objective was to
demonstrate that the previous single axis sine beat testing
conservatively tested the equipment's seismic capability. The
accomplishment of this objective required some additional testing of
certain equipment selected by the NRC using simulated multiple
frequency inputs in more than one axis. The second and third
objectives of this program were to demonstrate bistable operability
during a seismic event and to address the potential for spurious
operation resulting from high 'g' levels. Westinghouse completed the
supplemental qualification program and submitted several
qualification reports (e.g., WCAPs 8673, 8694, and 8624) to the NRC.

To review the results of the supplemental seismic demonstration
program and to verify that adequate margin exists for equipment
tested by Westinghouse prior to May 1974, the NRC performed a seismic
audit of Westinghouse-supplied electrical equipment in 1975-76. The
audit was led by the NRC's Mechanical Engineering Branch with the
cooperation of the NRC's Electrical Instrumentation and Control
Systems Branch. As part of the audit, tours of Westinghouse test
facilities were held and specific pieces of equipment were inspected
at plant sites. Determinations of the adequacy of test methods were
made with references to actual equipment configuration. Seismic test
parameters such as equipment frequency, test amplitude, and test
duration were reviewed. The NRC's Mechanical Engineering Branch
reported (Reference NRC memorandum from J. P. Knight to
R. D. De~oung dated August 26, 1976) that, based on their review,
adequate assurance existed that the electrical equipment studied
could withstand an SSE.

The above referenced Topical Reports specifically demonstrated the
acceptability of single axis, single frequency testing by repeating
multi-axis, multi-frequency testing on the same equipment. As a
result of this supplemental testing program justification for the
single frequency tests is based on the following:

a. The test amplification levels and frequencies used for the tests
assume coincident occurrence of the building and equipment
natural frequencies. In general, this condition will not exist
and the equipment responses will be much smaller than those used
for the tests.

b. To 10 cycle per beat input used by Westinghouse results in an
equipment amplification that is sufficient to account for
multi-mode and multi-directional effects.

C. The sine beat input is applied at the natural frequencies of the
equipment this results, in a resonance build-up of component
responses that is very conservative in terms of equipment
malfunction compared to the smaller resonance buildup.

d. In the frequency range of significant response, sine beat will
provide some multi-mode response. However, the sine beat
individual response spectra will not envelope the entire
frequency range of the typical floor response spectra.



e. The sine beat input subjects the equipment to a fatigue
environment that exceeds the fatigue input of an actual
earthquake.

GC.2 Question:

Westinghouse was requested to provide a statement as to how damping
values were used in qualifications for OBE and SSE input obtained
from floor response spectra provided by TVA.

Response:

Westinghouse examines seismic test motion acceptability using 5%

critical damping in the development of the TRS. The TRS is compared
to a RRS of the same damping or less to show acceptability.
Westinghouse employs this criteria for the following reasons:

1. Electrical cabinets are bolted/welded construction which exhibit
damping values in the range of 4 to 7 percent which are
representative of that found in Regulatory Guide 1.61. For this
reason, Westinghouse uses 5% damping in generation of the T111
because it represents average damping experienced by equipment.

2. Examination of seismic test motion at low damping tends to cause
large fluctuations in the 'IRS analysis which lends itself
difficult to interpretation. Examination of seismic test motion
at 5% damping tends to minimize the fluctuations in the ¶111
leading to a better representation.

3. The equipment will experience its inherent damping independent of
that value used to analyze the equipment seismic test motion.

4. The rationale defined above is recognized by the industry and is
reflected in the recommended industry practice identified in
IEEE-3 44-1 975 .

GC.3 Question:

In numerous situations, there is no peak broadening in the IRS1 or
RRS. Thus, the applicant was requested to justify acceptability of a
narrow response spectrum peak.

Response:

BOP Scope Equipment

In the evaluation of the adequacy of seismic qualification reports for
safety-related items of equipment, WVA ensures that the + 10 percent
broadening (with respect to frequency) of the applicable floor response
spectra is appropriately taken into account. This requirement is
reflected in WVA's Watts Bar seismic qualification design criteria,
'Seismic Qualification of Category 1 Fluid System Components and
Electrical or Mechanical Equipment,' WB-DC-40.31.2 which is used as the
basis for defining the seismic requirements in procurement specifications
for WVA procured safety-related equipment.



The response spectrum broadening requirement is fundamentally implied
in the design criteria's reference to IEEE Standard 344 which
addresses spectrum broadening. The requirement is again specifically
stated in the discussion of dynamic analysis--' the maximum spectral
(acceleration) values within a + 10 percent band of the calculated
frequencies of the equipment will be used for computation of modal
dynamic response inertial loading.'

The appropriate implementation of seismic qualification requirements,ý
including spectra broadening, in ensured through TVA's program of
detailed review of equipment qualification test procedures, required
prior to testing, and qualification reports, tests and/or analysis.
required prior to equipment delivery to the plant site.

NSSS Scope Equipment

For seismic qualification of equipment, Westinghouse utilizes the
response spectra provided by TVA. For the equipment reviewed by the
NRC, Westinghouse has peak broadened the IVA response spectra by 10%
or has addressed the reasons for not broadening the spectra in
response to specific items.

GC.4 Question:

The field installed mounting was frequently different from that used
in the qualification test or analyses of safety-related equipment,
especially for electrical cabinets. Can the applicant, in all cases,
state that the equipment was mounted as adequately in the field as in
the lab or as assumed in analysis.

Response:

The fundamental requirement for consistency between the equipment
qualification mounting configuration and the corresponding installed
configuration is well documented in seismic design criteria WB-DC-40-
31.2. The discussion of test methods includes the requirement that
'the equipment being tested will be mounted on the vibration
generator in a manner that simulates the intended service mounting.'
Further, the discussion of equipment vendor supplied documentation
includes the requirement that 'the equipment manufacturer will
provide data regarding the support locations, reactions, dimensions,
etc., required for proper operations and support of the equipment
such that appropriate interface requirements can be established
between his equipment and IVA structure.'

With few exceptions then, the safety-related equipment is installed
in accordance with vendor directions. In the very few cases where
compatible installation problems arise, alternative mounting
configurations are evaluated by IVA and equipment vendor personnel as
appropriate to ensure that seismic qualification is not invalidated.

During the site audit, several items of NSSS equipment were
specifically questioned as to the consistency between qualification
test mounting configuration and the installed configuration.



Following the audit, TVA rechecked its installation drawings for the
NSSS items of equipment to verify that the installation was
consistent with vendor (Westinghouse) instructions. TVA has also
discussed with Westinghouse the comparison of the installed equipment

anchorage configurations with the corresponding seismic qualification

anchorage configuration.

With regard to installation details, there is one area of difference

between qualification test and installed configurations which is

typical of the questioned NSSS equipment. The NSSS equipment,

typical of most electrical panels, is provided by the vendor with a

base sill subassembly. There are, then, two mounting interfaces
involved in anchorage considerations: (1) attachment interface of

the equipment panel to the sill, and (2) attachment interface of the

sill to TVA's building floor. In general, Westinghouse seismic
qualification testing was accomplished with bolted attachment of both the

panel-to-sill and sill-to-test table interfaces. For TVA's installation

to embedded plates, the sills are first removed from the equipment panels

and anchored by welding all around to the embedded plates. The equipment
is then placed on the sill and reattached by bolting. For such

configurations, the assembly dynamic characteristics will be dictated by

the flexibility inherent in the equipment panel, bolting attachment of the

panel to sill, and to a much lesser degree, the sill itself. Within the
accuracy of simulation provided by seismic qualification testing, there is
no significant difference in equipment assembly dynamic characteristics
attributable to the difference between bolting and welding the sill base

interface. By inspection and simple consideration of the respective metal
areas involved, it is obvious that IEVA's welded attachment of the sill to

embedded plate installation is at least as adequate (strength and
rigidity) as the bolted test configuration. It is TVA's position that

this minor difference in mounting detail does not in any way violate the

basic requirement that equipment qualification test mounting must simulate

the intended service mounting.

The mounting configuration details for the main control room panels

are slightly different from the situation discussed above. The
discussion of control panel anchorage as a unique situation is
provided in the response to Item 10.1.

GC.5 Question:

The nozzle loads exerted on safety-related equipment by attached

piping were frequently not mentioned. Can the applicant, in all
cases, state that the nozzle loads on the equipment were considered
and that the attached piping was designed accordingly.

Response:

TEVA has long recognized the basic requirement for ensuring interface

(nozzle) load compatability between fluid system equipment and
attached piping. In this regard, IEVA has established nozzle loads
criteria in terms of attached piping allowable stress. (Nozzle loads

criteria for Watts Bar safety-related active equipment, floor mounted
and in line mounted, is contained in AttachmentGC.5-1.)



Nozzle loads criteria is imposed on equipment suppliers as an
integral part of the seismic qualification requirements for
compatability, this same criteria is imposed on the IVA piping system
analysis as the definition of load limits at the equipment
interface. Any problems arising from the application of the nozzle
loads criteria are resolved on a case-by-case basis typically in one
of two ways:

1. Where piping system interface loads exceed the criteria, the
equipment nozzle loads may be increased to a level which
envelopes the imposed piping system loads. The equipment
suppliers' documentation of this increased nozzle load capability
would, or course, become a supplement to his original
qualification report.

2. Where the equipment cannot be shown capable of withstanding the
nozzle loads criteria, modifications may be made to the piping
system configuration which limit the imposed loading to levels no
greater than the documented equipment nozzle load capability.

It is T'VA's position that compatability between the demonstrated
eqipment nozzle loads capability and the corresponding attached
piping system loads will be maintained.
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II., Component Name: *Reactor Trip Switchgear (Reactor trip and bypass breakers)

:1.. scope: EXXI MSSS C3SOP C.3Other-

2. Model Number:. 9125D23 Quantity: One

3. Size or Range: ___________________________

4. Vendor: Westinghouse (Swgr. Div.)

.5. If the, .omponent.is a.cabinet or panel, name and modal Number of thae
* devi cas. i ncl uded: Reference drawi ng 91 25D23, Rev. 3

6.0 Physical' Description:

a.. App earancar. -

b.. Dimensions: -

c.. Weight"--

7. Location: Building:

m

m

*Two-Bay .Vertical Cabinet

42.181s X 73.25" X*92.O0"

Approximately 3400 lbs.

Auxiliary Building

E I evati on. /64 TT.

8. Field Mounting Conditions E 3 Bolt (No. Size)
Exx 2 Weld (Langt.- ) -

9. Mounti ng Orientation Ee. g., on floo, cantil1evered., suspended, etc..]

Floor mounted

1O ~ ~ ~ ~ h*. a.- Ssm n~~V1 at.L -Rearct6. Pvyitect on~ -Sy-stein-

b. Functional Description: Provides Reactor- Trip Function

C. Is the equipment required for [XXI Hot Standby [XX) Cold Shutdown

Q(X I Both. C Neither I Other_______

Sti'smic and Dynamic Oualificztion Summrarv of Eauipment

I. Plant Name: Watts Bar ye

1. Utility: TVA PWR

Z. NSSS: W NES BWR -

3. A/E: TVA Other -



*. Requirements5: E-Spec 952080 Rev. 2

a. Seismic Input d. Service Conditions
See Section V1 Controlled Environment

b. Hydrodynamic-Load Inut e. ualified Life

C. Fatigue Considerations..
See Section.V

.M1. .1Is Equipment Available for tnspectio~n in- the Plant:

[XX3 Yes ]Noa Partial or- limited auailability

IV. 'Ecuiiment Qualification M~ethod:

* ~T'es~t. . Analysis 2Comb inatiboli ..of Test and Analysis

Qualification Report*: WCAP-8687 Supplement-2 - E20B Re,*-l- 1

Equipment Qualification Test Report
(.wb., Titleaind datt)z Reactor Trip Switchgear, July-1981*

Company that Prepared Report;. Westinghouse

Campany- that Reviewed Report: -Westinghouse

*Whome.Reor is filec, or available: Westinghouse Monroeville Nuclear Center

Applicable Codas. And/Gr Standards: t-EEE;-344-1l975, IEEE-323-1974

V.. Vibration Inout,:

1. Loads 'considirldr a.. X) Soism'ic Conl y-- --

r. Vibration from normal operation

cL 2 3o~ Cw i-nattf--ta)ý, ('b)-, adfdTC

.. Metho'd of C~ombi ning, RR.S:

E Absoluta.Suu 1SMS _ _ _ _ _ _

(other, specifry)

:30 Rieqwrred'Response Spectriaii (attach the graphsr): See a~ttached Fi gure 1 -2

NOME
-;?more than one report complete items IV thru V11 for each report.

"-~If other-than RRS is- used, describe method.



ýspecj ty)

..,I

SSE 5%

03E S/S N/A FB= N/A -

SSFE S/s N/A M/ a N/Av

Ware fatigue effects considered?

(XX IYes. N

If Yes, describe how they were treated in- overall
qualification program: 5 OBE cycles for fatigue effects

Vt. f Qalifcat~n' y Tstthin- Conmletea:

I ISingila Frequency EXXI Mul ti -Frequency:

Z?. E-I Si'nqgleA~ir EXX! Mtrlti---Axis
L3.Independent. axis, . XXI tsIn-phase...otions

3. Number 0-f Quaifications Tests-

OSE ______ SSE 4 Other

L.3random
LXX) S~na. beat.

(Specd ry)

4-. FtrgUan~yr R~ang&* 1 Hr. to 33 Hz--- -- -

S. N~atural Frequencies in Each Direction (Side/Side, Front/Back, VerticalU:

S/S = 5-7' Hz F/&l 10-12.5 Hz V.=> 33 Hz

6*. Method of Datarmi ng Natural Frequencies

EXX)3 Laix Test Itn-Situ Test 3Analysis*

7.. TRS envelouina. RRS using Mul'ti- raquency Test

LXX)I Yes (Attach TRS &RRS graphs.) See attached Figure 3
C I No

N/A

N/A

Camping Coiiresponding to R*RS:. .sE- 5%

Requiredt Acceleration: i.n. Each 0 Cirect ion:

E)ZPA C I Other. __________



b. max i tum, iflpuL g- ieye i 'is T:

OSE S/S Z N/A F/B = N/A V.z N/A

SSE-S/S = N/A F/B N/A VN/A

W 9. Laboratory Mountinrg:

A. CXX2 Solt. (No.. 12, Size 3/8")

V Wel& (Length - E ________

3-. Orientation and Fixtu~ring: F1'olor mounted

10.- Functioanal operabi 1 ity verifi ed--

[A I Yes C. . No Ci I Not. Applicable

T.Test. Resul~ts -Ancludig gmodi fcati Oct. mader, te~st z'e-ults .were..

acceptable and structural integtity demonstrated. No modifications to the
equpmntwere Mae. ***

None-

13'.

14..

Failure Made& (.ttappropriatal.

M~argi ns AvafTafxle:. C XX 'Input' SpeCtrum.

None~

If qualificationl by Analys-is,. t~heft coMplete:

L. Method of Analysis:

Ntdatic Analysis E 'I EU44al-e

Ci2Oynamic Analysis: C21Time-Hist

Z.. Natu.ra.1 Frequencies: in Each i~ recti on

N/.A

t Stat4-c--Aaaly si s

ary 2Response Spectrum

Side/Side, Front/Back,.
Vertical):

S/S _______ _

Modal Type:. 230

EIFinite

L i C16 sad

CZo

Etement"

Ila

:-3 T~aa

Sother

VU1

3..



-14.~ , 'L ... 1, Computerý "des:, "

[' a Absoluta Sum L I SR4S E I Other:
.(speci fy)

S. Camp ing:

OBE ___ S.SE Basis for the damping used:

7. Support Consi derations- itt the modal:-

8. Critical Structural Elements:

kovea'ni n ad
or Responso -.Seism~ic

A. Identificatiorn Location- Combination Stress

.* . S ~. * *.*

. . *. .. . S

Total
Stress

StZress
Allowable

Max-. Critical
Defllecti on Locationt.

M4aximum Allowable DeOflection
to: Assure Functioanal Opera-
bi . i ty

9. Failure. Modes:

MC l.ar~ign s.'Av a!I able:a L. I Input Spectrum 2Stress or- Defllection

N/A

I . . ,. . ..........................
........................... .............

S .* . . .

F~requency Range and No. of modes. considered: __________

E~)Hand Calculations

I.. 'lethod of Combining Dynamic Responses from Seismic and other
Dynamic, Loads:



FIGURE 53: TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WBNP AUXItIAIPY-CONTROL- BUJI-DINU
B ESI'ONSE SPECTRA
FLOOR ELEVATION 781. 5
DAMPING RATIOS 0.050, 0. 100. 0. i50
1 SSE? N-S I-ORIZONTAL

t9

z(

S.4

U'

c.c
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FIGURE 55: TEINNESSEE VALLEY A~rHORITY
AVONP AUXI LIAR Y -COtvTROL 13111 LDI NG
Rr.SP0N-SE SPECTRA
FLOOR ELEVATION 781.5
VAMPING RATIOS 0.050~q (). 100, 0. 1-50

JSScEt I--W IIOR17ONTAL

GO0 3.2 Q40.6 0.6 1 01.

rElIO IN :1 SECONDS
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Figure 3

Equipment: Reactor Trip Switchgear
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SQRT AUDIT

ATTACHMENT 3.3-1



II M0

I. Component Name: Solid State Protection System

1. Scope: X Il NSSS 80sP Other-

Z. Model Number: .1057E57 Quantity: 2 (Train A&B)

3. Size or Range: ____________________________

4. Vendor: Westinghouse (WID)

.5. If the .corponewt. is. a. cabinet or panel, name and model Number of the,

*devices inc-luded*. Reference- drawing 1057E57. Rev. K

G. Physical Description:

a.. Appearance:. Three.-BAy yer~tical Cabinet

b. Dimensions: 90"1 x 30"1 x 91 .31"1

c-. Wei ght: Approximately 2300 lbs.

7.. Location: Building:* Control

El evation:. 70 Ft.

a. Field Mounting Conditions , 2 'Bolt (.No. I Size.
LX 2Weld. (Lengt'h ý

9. Mounti'ng Orientation [e.g., on floor, canti levered, suspended, etc.)

Floor Mounted

f. -ta y~steis inwiAich. To.a~ted: Reactdov4 Protecti~o-n System-

b. Functional Description: Provides reactor-.trip and safeguards actUation

C. I s the equi pment requi red f or LX I Hot Standby E X I Co ld Shutdown

E X1 Both 2Neither £3Other ________

* Scismic and Dynamic Oualific~tion SummarY of Equipment

Plant Name: Watts BarTye

1. Utility: TVA PWR X

Z. NSSS: W NES BWR -

3. A/E:- TVA Other



P ei erti neit .R .eferenc ,e 0D.esign Sp 1 -i f i cti aIns f or Qua~li f icati on I25/
* ~~~Requirements: __________________________

0 .a. Seismic~ Input -d. Service.Conditions

b. Hydrodynami c Load. tr'put a-. Qua] i fi ed: Li fe

C.. Fatigue. Considerations.

-III- -Is Equipment- Avai'lable fov- Inspection in the PTant:

E3Yes [ Nae Partial or- limited. availability

IV. 'Eduipment Qualification Method:-

?( Test. L.1Analysis Combina~ti'dii of Test and Analysis

Qualification Report*-: WCAP 7817. Seismic Testi-ng. of .Elec~tr.ical ..& Control Equipment
WCAP 7817 Seismic Testing of Electrical and Control

(Nb.ý, Titl'tind' tat&)-. Sunplerneht 3 Equipment (W SSPS) Low Seismic Plants

Company that Prepared Report-* Westinghouse-

Comnpany- that Rev-iewed. Report4; Westi nghouse

Where. Report i a fil ed or avai Tab ez W Monroev'ille Nuclear Center

* Appli cabl~a CodmsAnd/Qr- Standrds- "IýH 344: 1971

V. Vibration Input_* --

I-. Loads. considered-- a.. x~c- Sai smi c "n Iy

b- 1. Hyuraynezuk wily ---

S Vibrati-on- frow normal operation

Z.Method- of Cobibining- RR-;.

IAbsolute-- SC ISRS ______

(other,. specify7
*" hi-- rah): See Attactfed Figlure' z&

3.. Rquired7 R~espi ne 'Spicreatch he_________

NOTE:
77more than one report complete items IV thru VII for each report-.

'"Tf other than RRS is used:, describe. method.



11. Perti nen' t Ref erpence Des ign Spec~if icati ons f or- Qualif izati on
Requ irements: E-Spec 952152 Rev. 1

a. Seismic Input d-. Servica Conditions
See Section VI - Controlled Environment

b.. Hydrodynamic Load Ir-put a- Qualified Life

C. Fatigue Considerations
N/A

.111. -Is Equioment Available for' Insi~ec~tion- in the Plant:

SX] Yes CINo.C Partial or limitad. availability

IV. Equipment Qualif'ication Method:

*t)2Tes-t. . Anal ys is 2Combinatibin -of Test and Analysis

Qualification Reportsx: WCAP 7817' Sei smi c Testi ng of Ele<Afi-ca- & -Con-trol Equ'i pmer

'Ieismic Testing OT Llectricat ana Con~tro ~.ui p

('Nb.,~~~~~~ Tit an'aa:~ ~~ (low seismic plants

Company that Prepared Report- Westinrghouse

Company-that Reviewed Report: W~ksti nghouse

Whert Report is- filed or- avai'lable. W Monroeville Nuclear Center NS Departnent

Applicablea Codes And/ Or- Standalrls- IEEE 344-4971 . .

'. Vibration tnput.ý

'. Loads, cznis~idared: a-. [X I Seismiclanly -

jiy~iynamQ onIy

IVibration. from- normal. operation

Z.method- of Combri ni nq URST:

)~Absol ute Sun I ISWS ~

3. Req~uired R~esplonse Sptctri~ (ittich'the. graph)

NOTE:
=fmore than one report complete items TV thru VII

;T1f other than RRS is used, describe method-.

(other, spaci fy)

See Atiached Figure 1162

for each report.

and ýC)



- .. .4. Damping Corresponding, to RRS:. N/A
.'I -

SSE 5%

Required. Acceleration- in. Each Direction:

E )ZPA C Iother.
(speci fy)

OBE S/S = N/A F/B N/A V = N/A

SSE S/S = N/A / N/A =~ N/A

6. Were. fatigue. affects consiidared?, No

ElI lY s LX 2No-

If yes,. describe how- they: were treated- in averal 1
qua~li fi cati on program:._______________________

V1_. . If'Qualificatibn'h by Teit, thin-Ccniee

I- Cx I1 S~in%1a Frequency. l 1, iMu1ti-Prequency: E 1random 5 beats
L Xj Sir be (10 cpb)

El 2 sne~beteach test
El 21frequen

Z~ lX~Si.nglAxs M0 Mrti *Axi-s
ElIIndependent. axis E Itn-ptrase-.roti~ons

3L. Number- of- QuaTificiticns- rests= Side-to-Side

OBE_________ SSE 3 VerticalO~
(Spec' fy)

A ~ O~p~qa.. 5ý-35 Hz.

S.. rtlatural Frequenc-ies in: Each. Qirectidrr (Side/Side, Front/Zack, Vertical):

SS8.O0Hz F/M. 15 -25H~z 33Hz

6-. Method: of Detenuing Na~tu.ralI Frequencies,

Ex I Labr Test C 2I In-Situ Test Cl . Analys~is5*

* 7. TRS. enveloping, RRS .using, Mulit-Fraquency, Test

ElIYks (Attach- TRS' & RRS, graphs)
[X3 No TRS envelopes RRS for single-axis sine beat testing



41. Camping Cor-res~ponding to RRS:.. OBE ,N/A

5.* Required Acceleration: ifi. Each Direc~tion:

E ZPA C, 2 Other.

OBE s/s = N/A . F/B=

*speci fy)
N/A

SSE S/S =N/A FYB NZA

6. Were- fatigue effects consiidered.7

CIYes

N/A

[X No.

If yes~, describe~ havi, they were treated i n overall
qual i f i cation- program:_______________________

V1_ V~ 'ua i fi cation . by 7esf, then C-orpleta.

C X3 Single Frequency

Z. L. X1. Sfnq1LrAxi's.
I- Itndependent-axis&

3-. Number- of' Qualif fcations.

OBE SSE

C. I Mulu~ti -Frequency: C.Trandont 5. beats
XIsi-ne beat (10 cpb)

I each test freq.

E*M~Lrti-Axfs~

Tet:Si de-to-Si de
Verti cal
3 Other

(Speaci fy)

A ~ O5,q..,a- 1d.~ W7.

S. latura.1 Frequenc~ies, in Each. Direction (Side/Side, Front/leack, Vertical)--

________8+0 F/3e-= 15'-25 V,:=. * 33 Hz

6.. Method of' Datami ng Natural F~requencies.

C X I1 Lab Test C I. rn-situ. Test A- -2 A lys is

T.TRS enveloping- RRS' using. Multi-Frequencyr Test

C Jts (Attach TRS &RRS gr n.hs)
[_X )No TRS envelopes RRS for single-axis sine beat- testing

SSE 5%____

-71-



6. Mximm Inut -levl Tst: See Attached. Figures 3&4.

OBE S/S ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ F/13 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _

S9. Laboratory Mounti ng:

A., [X IBolt (No. 12, Size 3/4")

* 2 ~Weld (Length ________

3-. Orientation* and. Fixturing.:_________________

10.- Functi onal operability. verified:

C X I Yes; ~ No, Not Applicable

: T~est:Re~sul'ts icludin~g. odiffcat~ionS.md-Ts..~ts.ee ~p~e

Number~ Of bolts used- to fasten týhe three-rack structure to the rack case was
invr~rIaP fv'nm 19 tn 24-

12 OtTr test -Paromd Ut h 4.t ag frai

resul ts): ar~ ~ gV ~at cid~~i

None

*13. Fail1ure., Modes (,If appropriat&. None)

14.. Mari n& Avai.TabTe ar XI input.' Soectr'unt 2 Frai~tY

Vii1- If Qualification by. Analys~is~,. thert comp.Tetae: N/A-

L Method- of Analysis.--

* C 2 SLaLe Aiaal'ysis E 'I Equi.alent Ra~tiac Analysis

CIOynami m Anal ysi s:: C Time!-+iistory C1Responsa Spectrum

Z. Natual, Prequenis 'i rri Eactr Vl recti an (S-i-do/Si d, Front/Sack,
Vertical)-.

3.- Model'.Type: 3a ZD- V22 lID
"C 11a

C. T Clasrad Farr: Solutfacn m Ot~r _______

S 4



0., maximum inp~ut 9-level lost.: See Attached Figures 3&4

OBE S/S __ _ _ _ _ _ _ FIB = _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __.__ _

OBE S/S ___ ___F/Be = _____ ______

9. Laboratory Mounting:.

A. £X) Bolt (NO. 12, .Size 3/42:)

We Ied' (Length' ) E1_______

3-. Orientation and Fixturing: Floor Mounted

10. F'uncti onal operab~il ty, yerifi ed-'

[XI Yes IN 2Not Applicable

* , . .. Tst.R'esul~ts.- cluding.madiftcation~k madfn Test. rgs-ult~s were .4cceptab e..

Numbe .r of bolts used to fasten.Athe three-rack structure to the rack base was

* ncreased from 12 to 24.
*~ ~ lte tes rftdJ"rtIn 45aP agThg~rfa¶iyt~,T~zic
* resul1ts.)

None.

Failiure- Modes: (It appropriate-.

Kargins. Avai1lablez tX.I Input., Spectrua.

None

2.Fragi .ll1ty

If Qualification by Analysis,, then completa:

I.. Method. of Analysis.-

S' .tzti Analysis Equ F~rva an

IDynamic Analysis: E Time-Hist

Z. Natura-l Frequencies inr Elach- DirectionC

N/A

ory C2Response Spectrum

SideX.Side, Front/Back,,
Vertical):

S/S7 _____ F/8.

3.. Model Type--- I 3

CL 1. :-s

Eli ement -- C

F-a .rvi S ol1ut'ioan

S eamr

13-

14..

VIT.



7

.7

6r.. .Dampi ng:-

OBE SSE _____ as-is for. the, damp ing used: ______

7". Support Consifderations in the. model: _______________

8. Critical' Structural Elements: .,*-;'*.. * *

* . -.. vI i :~niný Load

or Response -Sei sri c Total' Stress
* A-, Identificatfon Location- Combinati-on Stress Stress Allowable

7.*. r.............*.

Max.. Cri tical
DefTecti on Location.

M .aximum. ATI owabl e 0 Deflectioan
to-Assure Func-tional Opera-
bility

Fa~ilure Modes:.

t.1arg~*ns; AvailTab e:.tC Input Spec~truaw LISt-ress or, Defl ectioan

........ . .. . . .

4C. a' m Copu te'r C o d es-:,

Frequency Range. and-No. of modes. considered: ___________

[ )Hand Calculations N/A

M.~ ethod of Combining Dynamic Responses from Seismic and other

Dynamic Loads:.

C3Absol ute Suiur L I MRS I I Other __________

(Specify)



FIGURE 33: TENNESSEE VA LLEY AUTHORITY
WI3NP AUXILIARY -CONTfROL BUILDING
R ESPONSE SPECTRA
FLOOR ELEVATION 711.5
P)ANPI NG PATIOS 0. 050. 0. 100, 0. 150

:~SSE'* N-S lIORIZONTAL
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FIGUItE 35: WINNESSF-E VALLEY AUTHORITY
WIIN'P AUXILIARY-COWfROL BUILDING
IRESI'ONSlE SPECTRA
Jr-LOOR ELEVATION 711. 5
DAMPIjNG RATIOS 0. 050, 0. 100. 0.150S
'SSE, IE-W HORIZONTAL

z a.

-.2
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Fi gure 3

Equipment: Solid State Protection System (3-Bay)

and Safeguards Test Cabinet (1-Bay)

Horizontal

Cu e 5%-Dapin 7--

- ~~ .. .. ... ~
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F1 gure 4

Equipment: solid State Protection-System (3='Bay)

and Safeguards Test Cabinet (t.'BaY)

2 3 4 5 6 7 & 910,0

vartleal

= ~

2 3 - ~ 7 8 91(0.0

Frequency (Hz~)

SE=-"etton711I-
a-

- ~~jL'I~
~IE7 K
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SQRT AUDIT

ATTACHMENT 4.3-1



j .I -

'C *
e.

Plant Name:

2. utility:

Z. NSS.S:

3. A/E: -

Watts Bar

TVA

W iCES

TVA

II. omooent ~.e*Safeguards-.Test Cabinet

1. Scpe: CX2 SS SOP C.2Other

2. M~odel Numbert 1 060D36 Quantity: taio (Trai n A&B)

3. Size or Range: ___________________________

4. Vendor: Westinghouse (W ID)

.5. If' tka r.coonent.is a. cabinet. or panel, name and model Number of the
deVi ces' i ncl udedL Reference drawing 1060E36, Rev. 0

___ 6.~Physicia OesCription:

W . ppmrnc. One. Bay Vertical Cabinet

b..~ ~ ~~M xiesin fS 30* x 91l.31u

c.weight: Approximately 1500 lbs.

7.. Location-61- r~ng Cnto Buildingt

ElI evatl 0=

S. Field Mounting CUnd~tions E solt (No. ~ i

EX jWe Id (Lang=...~

S. Mounting (Irientati on e. [*_., on, fl oor, Cantil evened, Suspended, fatm.

Fl1oor- mouinted

sysm n~fh~catnd Reaotol"`Prdteqti0Th Syftem -'

b. Functional Description: Provides at-powei' test capability

r. Is- the equipment requi red for C X 2 H~ot Standby E XI Cal d Shiutdown

CX IBothI ~ Neither E2other ______

Sf~ismic and D)ynaMiC Oualific-ti~f Sunmarv of Ecuipmen

BWR

Other



Li.Pe~neflt- Ref ertncq oesi gn, spaeif icat ofls f or Qua~lifzat~i anaw
Re~ur~mI~t.. 95152Rev. 1

S. Sei smi c Input d.. Servi ca Conditions
See Section I1 - Contralleo Environment

H. ydrodynamic. Load, IoPutý a_. Qual i fied Life
N/A 40 yrsj

c FRatigU&. Considerations
N/A

Il Is Ecujoment. Available for tnsmOcti On in. tha.Plant:

EX Yes. Ic Partial or limited. auai 1ab1i ity

IV. Ecuiumer't qualificationt MethacL:

y~ Ts±~.~ i.I.Anly~i 21Comina~tii .of rest and Analysis

qualifi-cation. Report*- vICAP 7817 Sei smic: Testi rg Of E~lec~ti-cal & -Contrel Eq' Ptmeflt
teltin c I es tin FT f~lectri cal & MMMtO I EqU1 PMerlh

(tOb.., Tjtl eijd~ tat&)- WCAP 781 for *Low seismic Plants
- A -7-

Company thatý Prepared. Report: Westinghouse

Company that Revieawed Report: Wpjti ngh0 usa

5Whert Report Is filted. or avai-r&T16 W.Monroeville Nuclear Center.- HS Departmneft

*Appli czbTe C;odmLAn"V"r Stzndrd IEE34 71

V. ib~ration l Iut:ý

1-L Loaad =W darldd3?. a. C 2 S.Aaismc oniy

C. I Vibrati at 1iow- normal oparatioan

d.. C I CQ~jli-at11Off-frtaL, b ad

2. Method of Caibining M.S

14-Absoluft S~M ISMS _ _ _ _ _ _

-. -'..:. ***. ~s *. .. . See* Attackied Figures' 1&2

more. than one report Czoql tal items TV thru VIT for eacn report.

saf ther than RRS is- used, -describe method.



4. Camping- Carresponding to RRS:. 2 N/SS 5/;0

CIZPA C2 ayther.
-(sp er-ity)

OBE S/Se N/A F/S N/A V2
N/ A

SSE S/S' H /A Ft/3 N/A V= N/A

Were fat~igue effect's Considared? No

C IYes Eix I NIM

if- yes, describe how, they were trea~tad', in overall
qual i fi cati an pro grim _______________________

Vi..r~~a~ifc~t~flby Test, thjen 'Coýrilete:

IC ~X IS fng a F~requency C2I14tilti-Friquoncy: 2.random 5 beats
SXJSfS bgat. (10 cpb)

@ I each tes t
Tr quen cy

E. X -. StJ, ~ s3~MliAf
~. 1Indepesidnat a=s 1Iw'hsuti ans

Front-to-Back
3.. Number of' QuaTfficatibnsmTests:- Side-to-Side

VeVti Cal-
OHS _______ SE 3 Other

(Spe-1.1 ry)

4. _ FrequmngZ Range.-:. T Hr~ to .35' Hz.

S.. Matsra1' Frequenc~ies irt E&&f Oirectiart (Side/Side., Front/Eack, Vertical):

VT/ ir 9.5 -1T3 /3 19 -20. := 33Hz.

6.. Mathod. o" tretarafng7 Natura-I Frequencies

[X"I Lab. test .LI' Analysis'

TMS eiwelpi ng RM. using% Multi-frvequecy Test

Yk ?s (Attach- TPS~ RRS graphs~)
SX1. NO TRS envelopes RRS for single-axis sine beat- testing

S.

SSE
5. Requi red Accaleration:. in. Eacfr Direction:

Op,E N/A

C I rxrsitm Test



a: Maximum Input g-level Test: See Attached Figures 3&4

SEL S/S ________ /B = ______._

SSE SJS F/3____ = _____V _ _ _

9. Laboratory Mounti ng:.

A., CX 3 Solt (No. 4 Size 3/4)

C' 3.Weld.. (*LangtA- ________

3-. Orientation and Fixturingr F1loor Mounted

10. Functional op:erabilfty- verified,:

V XI Yes No c Not Applicable

*L: .j~~st, Reiul ts - cl udi g. modi ffcat~iO '4 madei Tes~t ..resul~ts. w~ere acqqptaO I

and structural integrity demoustra-ted. N~o modifications to the equipment were

rasul ts):
None

Fail ure Modes. (Tf* apmriplata..

?iargi ns Avai Table: [jX Ilput Spect?'

oane

V1Fra g Iilty

if Qualification b~t Analysis,. themn- ccmalata: N/A

L. Methiod of Analysis:

~. psi.L;~. Aislj;.iE.pqu4yie~ent Sta

V I ynamic: Analysis: ViITime-HIistory

N. atural' Frequencies., 1wf Eacft Direction (Side./

3. Model Type: z Ia

f I inita Ele~mi.t

L 4T ClPsad Fcrl- Solutioan

~4a; Aqal4si

V3Response Spectrum

'Side, Front/Back,
vertical)-.

3W

3 Beam

Ot~.r __________

13 .

VIT.



~.-.::4.,L omputer 'C..oes:_____________________

Fre'quency Rango. and. No.. of moda&s cons idared:.___________

)Hand. Calculations

S. M*ethiod of C~ombining Dynamic Responses- from Seismic and at-her
Dynamic Loads:

S2Absolute, Sum L.2 SRU. 2 Othert __________

(speci fy") -

S. Damp ing:.

OB - SE - Iras s; for- the. dampinq used: ______

T. Support Cznsidarations in thaemodal: _______________

S. Critical Stru~ctural Elemmnt~s:.

* . . .* . . rf ~c.nig. Lzad
or Response -S .Si smi c Total Stress

A. Identification- Location Combination Stress Stress Allowable

B.. Maxizi A 11oaatle Deflection
Max.- Critical ta Assure Functional Opera-

08elioctl Orr Location.. bi.1tity

9'. Failure Modes:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ia. Plag s Avai~alW'e I.2 InPut. sPeclt'um I Stress: or Dafi ectIon

RVA.



Fi gure 3
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Seismic and Dynamic Qualificition-Summary of Equipment

S. Plant Name: Watts Bar Type:

1. utility: TVA' PWR 4 Loop

2. NSSS: Westinghouse BWR ____________

3. A/E: TVA Other __________

I. Component Name: CROM

1. Scope: [XJ] NSSS []BOP []Other

2. Model Number: L106-A Quantity: 5

3. Size or Range: CRDM's for 12-foot core

4. Vendor: Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division

5. If the component is a cabinet or panel, name and model number of the devices

included: Not applicable

6, Physical Description:

a. Appearance: Cylindrical pressure housing with control rods (See W dwq.
1168E85, Rev. 3)

b. Dimensions: 20' high x 3.3" diameter (see W--dwa. 1168ESS. FRev. 3),

C. Weight: -.1800 lbs. (see W dwq. 1168E85, Rev, 3')

7. Location: Building: Containment

Elevation: 755.63'

8. Field Mounting Conditions: r j Bolt (No. ,Size

EX Weld (Length 20.5 inches WDwg. 184577E, Rev. 2)

9. Mounting Orientation [e.g., on floor, cantilevered, suspended, etc.]

Mounted on reactor vessel head in vertical position and supported by CROM seismic
support system.

10 . a. System in which located: Reactor Coolant System

b. Functional Description: RCS pressure boundary and reactor trip/scram

C. Is the equipment required for C X1 Hot Standby, [JCold Shutdown

r ] Both EJNeither []other ______



11. Pertinent Reference Design Specifications for Qualification Requirements:

* E-Spec 677470, Rev. 1/952356, Rev. 1

a. Seismic Input d. Service Conditions
See Item V See Referenced E-Spec

b. Hydrodynamic Load Input e. Qualified Life
See Note 1 40 yrs.

c. Fatigue Considerations
See Mmer V.6

III. Is Equipment Available for Inspection in the Plant:

Ex I Yes [JNo E]Partial or limited availability

IV. Equipment Qualification Method:

C ] Test E X] Analysis [)Combination of Test and Analysis

Qualification Report:* EM 4531 inc. Revisions 1 and 2
Stress and Thermal Report of Type L-106A and L-106B CROM

(No., Title and Date): EM 4531 1/31/74 R/1 8/19/75 R/2 4/12/76.

Company that Prepared Report: Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division
Manf. Cert. by EMD

Company that Reviewed Report: Owners Cert. by Westinghouse PWR Division-

* Where Report is filed or available: Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division

Applicable Codes and/or Standards: ASME Code/1EEE-344471

V. Vibration Input:

1. Loads considered: a. [L]Simcol

b. X] Hydrodynamic only

c. ]Vibration from normal operation

d. E Combination of (a), (b), and (c)

2. Method of Combining RRS:

Abso ute Sum ] RSS(other, specify)

3. Required Response Spectra** (attach the graphs): See attached

Note:

*If more than one report complete items IV thru VII for each report.
**If other than RRS is used, describe method.
Note 1 - LOCA loads are considered -in combination with SSE loads under the faulted

W condition.



11. Pertinent Reference Design Specifications for Qualification Requirements:

Seismic Input

Hydrodynamic Load Input

Fatigue Considerations

Service Conditions

Qualified Life

III. Is Equipment Available for Inspection in the Plant:

[ ] Yes C I No [ ] Partial or limited availability

IV. Equipment Qualification Method:

[ ITest [IAnalysis [ ICombination of Test and Analysis
WAT Upset and Faulted WAT CROM Seismic Review

Qualification Report:* Condition Loadings _______________

(No., Title and Date): WATl117/13 2/19/81 RPVSA-8.2-087, 11/11/82

Company that Prepared Report: W NTD W NTD

Company that Reviewed Report. W NTD W NTD

h Where Report is filed or available: Westinghouse Westinghouse .

Applicable Codes and/or Standards: IEEE-344--1971

V. Vibration Input:

1. Loads considered: a.

b.

C.

d.

2. Method of Combining RRS:

[ ] Absolute Sum

ISeismic only

IHydrodynamic only

IVibration from normal operation

ICombination of (a), (b), and (c)

[ ] SRSS E I
(other, specify)

3. Required Re .sponse Spectra"* (attach the graphs):

Note:

*If more than one report complete items IV thru VII for each report.
**If other than RRS is used, describe method.



11. Pertinent Reference Design Specifications for Qualification Requirements:

a. Seismic Input d. Service Conditions

b. Hydrodynamnic Load Input e. Qualified Life

C. Fatigue Considerations

III. is Eauipment Available-for Inspection in the Plant:

[]Yes []No £JPartial or limited availability

IV. Equipment Qualification Method:

[ITest EXX] Analysis £]Combination of Test and Analysis

Qualification Report:* EM 4941 and EFM 4241 Addpndium I
EM 4941 L-106A Full-Length Control Rod Drive Mechanism and

(No., Title and Date): Capped Latch Housing Assembly rPressure Rorindary Crnmpnn~nt

Summary Report.

Company that Prepared Report: EM4941 Add 1 Same Title as above plus capped ratr'h
housing replacement Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical

Company that Reviewed Report: Manf.-Cert. by EMO Owners Cert. by W PWR Division_

* Where Report is filed or available: Westinghouse Electro-Mechanical Division

Applicable Codes and/or Standards: ASME Code/IEEE 344-71

V. Vibration Lnpu: Not applicable based upon paragraph 3.1.5 Seismic of E-Spec
677470 Rev. 1

1. Loads considered: a. FX I Seismic only

b. LXX Hydrodynamic only

c. [ Vibration from normal operation

d. C I Combination of (a), (b), and (c)

2. Method of Combining RRS:

C xA Absolute Sum C ] SR SS £I__________
(other, specify)

3. Required Response Spectra** (attach the graphs):

Note:

*If more than one report complete items IV thru VII for each report.

A~j w*If other than RRS, is used, describe method.



Damping Corresponding to RRS: OBE 5%/l%____

Required Acceleration in Each Direction:

[JZPA LIOther N/A
(specify)

SSE 5%/2%/,

OBE s,'S= N/A F/B = N/A V =N/A

SSE S/S = N/A F/B - N/A V=N/Z

6. Were fatigue effects considered?

[ X] Yes [ ] No

If yes, describe how they were treated in overall qualification program:

Fatigue effects were considered as required by the ASME Code for Class 1

components.

VI. If Qualification by Test, then complete:

1. [ ISingle Frequency L IMulti-Frequency: [
C

Irandom
Isine beat

2. [ ISingle Axis
F IIndependent Axis

3. Number of Qualifications

OBE ________

F IMulti-Axis
F IIn-phase motions

Tests:

SSE Other ________ __

(specify)

4. Frequency Range: ____________________ _________

5. Natural Frequencies in Each Direction (Side/Side, Front/Back, Vertical):

S/S __ _ _ _ _F/B __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

6. Method of Determiining Natural Frequencies:

[ ] Lab Test [ I In-Situ Test C I Analysis

7. TRS enveloping RRS using Multi-Frequency Test

F ]Yes (Attach TRS & RRS graphs)
F INo



8. Maximum input g-level Test:

OBE S/Sm = _____ F/B = _____ V

SSE S/S = __ ____F/B = _ _____V

9. Laboratory Mounting:

.A. [C Bolt (No. -,Size

[ ]Weld (Length )£ I_______

B. orientation and Fixturing:

10. Functional operability verified:

[ ] Yes L ] No [ ] Not Applicable

11. Test Results including modifications made:.

12. Other tests performed (such as aging or fragility test, including results):

Failure Modes (if appropriate

Margins Available: []Input Spectrum

VII. If Qualification by Analysis,-then complete:

1. Method of Analysis:

£ X Static Analysis []Equivalent

EXJ Dynamic Analysis: [x ITime-Histoi
(LOCA)

2. Natura 4.3q Vese in Each Direction

SS-5.0 6.8 hz F/B = Same as Si

3. Model Type: [X] 3D C X] 2D

EX] Finite Element

] Closed Form Solution

E JFragility

See Note 2

Static Analysis

ry £X ] Response Spectrum
(S e ism ic)

Side/Side, Front/Back, Vertical):

/S V =Above 100 h7

ID 1

[X IBeam

[ Other__ ___



6ote 2: The analysis of the CRDM's is performed in two parts. First, a generic stress
and thermal analysis is performed to determine maximum allowable moment loadings on

the CRDM's (see report EM 4531 referenced above). Secondly, a specific plant seismic

response spectra analysis and a specific plant LOCA time history analysis are performed.

The mements from this analysis are combined by the SRSS method as noted in Item 5 below

and compared with the allowable moments (see Item 8.R). The results of the specific

plant seismic and LOCA analysis are sunmmarized in the referenced report. Note that the

detailed calculation notes and computer runs for these specific plant LOCA and SSE

analyses are maintained by Westinghouse in the Byron CRDM file. This information will

be available for review during the audit at the site.



4. [ X] Computer Codes: FA/AS-

Frequency Range and No. of modes considered: 0-80 hz. 66 modes ýthese are
total system modes)

[ ] Hand Calculations

5. Method of Combining Dynamic Responses from Seismic and other Dynamic Loads:

[ ] Absolute Sum [X] SRSS [ ] Other:

(Faulted =f"07" 7 SSE

6. Damp ing

OBE 50V/1% SSE ,5%/2%

7. Support Considerations in

Basis for damping used: Tests

the model: Sy'stem Supports (actual)

8. Critical Structural Elements:

A ~ I ~2*~IAfl
A .

Governing Load
or Response Seismic Total Stress

Stress Stress Allowable

Rod travel housing/latch
housing joint canopy
weld.

OBE Moment
80,700 in-lb 80. 7

in-KIP
NA 85.95 in-KIP

Max. Critical
Deflection

9. Failure Modes:

Location
Maximum Allowable Deflection

to Assure Functional Operability

NA

10. Margins Available: [ ] Input Spectrum C J: ýStress or Deriection

As noted in Item 8A above, there is considerable margin between the allowable

and specific plant moment loadings.

References:

1. Obermeyer, F. D., "Effective Structural Damping of the KEP L105 Control
Rod Drive Mechanism," WCAP-7427, January 1970. (Westinghouse Proprietary).

2. Obermeyer, F. D., WCAP-7427, Addendum 1 to reference (1) above, December,
1970. (Westinghouse Proprietary).

(Spec ify)

WFCAN4FFASS-6 __
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WBNP
MI-57 .7i. Page 1 of 4

1. PURPOSE

Ths n~r onlf provides for an annual Program Of maintenance 
on the

following listed safety-related station' 
batteries;

125-volt d.c. battery bank No. II

125-volt d.c. batterry bank No. 11I

125-volt d.c. battery bank No. UT
25-volt~ ~~~~ d .btey akN.I

Thiis instruictionl, in conjunction with other instructions, 
will be used to

comply with the requirements of standard practice 1JB7.4.4 and F.SL.5.1 for -

establishirng a station battery maintenance 
program.. *

This instruction will comply with the constraints imposed by Technical

Specif ication 3.8.2.3 and 3.8.2.4. This instruction can be perf orme.4 in

2.0

3.0

all modes of operation.

NOTE:All steps preceded with a numeric symbol, ~,require document~tiOn:1

in the data package.

REPEREIC ES

2.1 ESL 5.1, "'Scheduled Battery Maintenance"

2.2 Technnical Specification 3.8..2.~3

2.3 Technical Specification. 3.8.2.4.-- 4:A..

2.4 Standard Practice WJE7.4.4 -P;W - -*.'' S.

PR IEQUISITES 
.- - -

3.1 If It is necessary to remove any terminal cannec-tio.ns,- ..f;O~r~1._I.;

.to take the battery out of service by opening. the battert.Teaker-,=ý

appropriate board. For a list of batteries and cor--esp ondini:.rAAe-'<ý

numbers, see AppendixC B. The appropriate breaker should be--ped-bevOe

any ct~rninal removal work begins. (The tagging-pr.ocedure is atce.Y

as Appendix B.) 
. ..

1~3.2 Obtain approval of Shift- ýngyineer or his designated representative to,.

perform this instrruction;

3. V~ 0tx~ r an a-p 1 ic abI P 12 5-v vi ta 1 b at tervy board is Open. *

3-4 Mvt~ S 5.1 before performing this instructi.



WBN?
MI-57 .7
Page.2 of 4
Revision 2

4~.0f PRECAUTrIONS

4.1 Personnel perf~ormning this instruc .tion shall wear an approved faceshiel4,

apron, and rubber gloves.

4.2 Personnel performing this instruction should be aware of the location of0

4 ~~~the eyewash station and ensure that the exhaust f an ±5 operati.ng ineac:'

battery roomU. If eyewash is found to be inoperable, notify foreman betorei-:i
* ~~proceeding with this instruction.- -*- -:.

.44- 7 -

4.3 Smoking, open flamies, or welding is prohibited in the izmmediate Viciniy of
the battery as a precauticon against ignition of any hydrogen present.

4.4 K~eep battery terminals and straps clear of all tools and other,, foreign1 .,~

objects except-when checking or tightening the terminals and stralps. -.

4.5 If connector bolt wrenches are used, use wrenches with inaulated.handlaS*'-.o.
All other hand tools used on battery term~inals should have insulated'.
handles. *

4.6 Discharge all static electricity- from the body before touchinga':cell "''

or cell post by touching a grounded surface.,. -such as grounded iron warke,

#4.7 Efforts shall be made to maintain a clean work area..

5.0 PREPARATION' FOR WORK

i1J5l Obtain a microhmeter with an- accuracy. of nd-less than tý 2 'pir-64it- or cho kin g
terminal connections in this instruction..<. 1

.2 Obtain a torque wrench capable 'o'f handling. torq .i&5 sfrom 5id/.lbs t 0 15O-.z/lb .s.

5.3 Have baking soda available for neutralizing acid spills.

5.4 Obtain an approved f aceshield; apron, and ribbear gloves.
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NOTE: The following steps are to be performed for each of the four batteries
and the data recorded on the appropriate data sheets (Appendix A).ý

Two craf tsmen will perfoarm this instruction. Each craf tsman willre4
the value on the microhmeter to assure the measurement is accurate~
They shall then sign and date each data sheet to verify that. each .

step was done properly.

For maintenance reasons, any one battery or combinatiduon bter
may be checked by this procedure at times other than the routine ana
Inspection. - ~

116.1 Read the intercell connection resistance of each cell, with a micrahmeter. 2.-yn

And record each value on the appropriate data sheet. - - . .

#6.2 Compute the average of the connection resistances by' 'si~ig-the readingsir7

taken in step 6.1 and record it on the appropriate data-sheet.-, ~ ~~

#6.2.1 Compare all connection: resistance readings against-the aeae-
resistance reading. If reading ism.ithin 10% -range check appraprtata247. -

* ~~space on the appropriate data sheet.- . . -

* ~NOTE: If reading is above 10Z,. space shall be checked -only af ter- *

one of the corrective actions haa brought resistance raaiding l,-
within 10% of the average reading. VA 4.

6.3 Torque the high reading connsction(sj't6o`.100 in/lb. afrt4nessel~
terminal connectors.) -. *~

#6.4 RerdaTand record the questionable c~o-!*e -41on-rei-ra blcew-ae IT
torquing the connection has improved the micrnhmeter read~ing-

6.5 Tr torquinn, has not improved the reading, check-the; pstand the 4
connector for corrosion. If it is necessarytobek4crialon ci
have operations remove the battery from service~ See.Appendixz for-`
procedure. -- '.-A

6.5.1 T1 the terminal connector and the battery terminal, are
the connector should be removed and the terminal and the coutte tar--;

- should be cleaned with a brass -suede brush or fine sand paper.

6.5.2 Apply no-oxide grease to the clean battery terminal and connector -

and reinstall it.

6.5.3 Torcue zhe bolted connection *to 100 in/lbs.

# 6.5.4 Rero.,d rti inew~y installed connector resistance and record th e

ren.! in-, . If the connection is still Rbove 10 percent of the -

:1verai:e reading, notify the miaintenance supervisor. Note the action t,
to lie tp~cn under "Remarks" section of the Data Cover Sheet..-

4 . 2,'
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6.0 PERFORMANCE O? WORK (continued)

6.6 Visually inspect all battery terminals and connectors and apj~~oý d,
grease to the battery terminals and connectors if needed.

6.7 Clean batteries if needed with a solution of bicarb~onate of oa.one

pound of soda per gallon of water.) Wipe-the vateA*.off vi±Iz*CleAn
dry rag. 4 J*

7.0 POST MAI1NTENANCE_ TESTING - - .*- .

7.1 No post-maintenance testing will be required; .all -conneatitos0 e
will, be verified operable by terminal resistaz~c h~' *

07.2 The: performance of this instruction has been,;ComPleted 4
;It .:~ ''-*-

-~-'Z
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Revision 1

ANNUJAL SAFM.T-RELATED 125-VOLT D.C. VITAL BATTERY INSPECTION4
UNITS 142 -

* 1ATTERIES CITECKED1 (INDICATE) REASON FOR CHECK -

/7 125-volt d.c. battery bank No. I 1/ Annual Readings

I_/ 125-volt d.c. battery bank No. IT / Other*---(Excplain) _____

/ I 125-volt d'.c. battery bank No. III 
'.-

I 125i-volc d.c. battery bank No. IV Reference TRI (Lf App 14cal)- br3

f I'rornicd by___________________ Dae...±# '?
Electrician

Electrician -.-

Retviewejd by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .,.

Electrical.Engineer

Approved by _____________________ Date___________

Ma~intenance Supervi.sor -Electrical

QA Reviewed (If Nonrou rine). Date____________

Return to Electrical 'fa.Ttenance Section .. ~~

_. Jr-
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November 4, 1974

Ref: Tennessee Valley Authority
Contract 74C8 - 85329
Our S.0. 47495
Seismic Test

TEST PLAN

A. Purpose of Test.

To determine effects of seismic shock on the
operational characteristics of the submitted

physical and
relay board.

B. Equipment under Test.

Item 1. Referenced contract, diesel genera tor relay
board LA-A, cubicle type, 3 sections.

C. Test Parameters.

Accelerations of 1.08G horizontal and .78G v-ertical -are
considered the maxfimum safe shutdown conditions.

Do Minimum acceptance criterion.

1. No loss of function or ability to function as class IE
diesel generator relay board, before, during, or after
test.

2. No structural/electrical failure (i.e., connection~s and
and anchorages) which would compromise component integrity.

E. Test Facility.

Wyle Laboratories
Testing Division Norco Facility
1841 Hillside Avenue
Norco, CA. 91760

//



PROCEDURE

1.1 Specimen Orientation

The Diesel Generator Relay Board, hereinafter called the speci-

men, will be placed on the Wyle multi-axis simulator table.

The specimen will be oriented such that its longitudinal axis

will be co-linear with the longitudinal axis of the table. For

the second axis of test, the specimen will be rotated 90-degrees

about its vertical centerline.

1.2 Specimen Mounting

The specimen will be secured to an interface fixture in its

normal mounting manner. The fixture will be welded to the test

machine.

2.0 Proof Testing

2.1 Accelerometer Locations

Accelerometers shall be mounted on the test table and throughout

the board under test to monitor input and output accelerations.

The accelerometers shall be located tn accordance with t-he

attached sketch, and they shall monitor the axes corresponding

to the axes excited on the input.

2.2 Sinusoidal Testing,

a. A frequency scan for resonance shall be conducted using

a sinusoidal input level of around 0.2g. The frequency

range shall be I H~z to 33 H~z, and the sweep rate shall be

o re octave per minute. The frequency scan shall be con-

ducted with the horizontal and vertical axis in phase and

then with one axis 1800 from the original phase. When the

testing is complete in this axis the board shall be rotated

900 horizontally, and the frequency scan shall be conducted

with the horizontal and vertical axis in phase and then with

one axis 1800 from the original phase.

b. Four distinct seismic tests shall be made on the subject

board for qualification. .These four tests shall consist

of first, with the inputs (horizontal, and vertical), in

phase; next, with one input 1800 out of phase, next, with

the board rotates 90 degrees horizontally and the inputs

(horizontal'and vertical) in phase; and finally, with the

same equipment orientation but with one input 1,80-degrees
out of phase.

c. A sine beat test shall be the basis for seismic qualifi-

cation of the subject boards. Each of the four tests

described in paragraph "tb" above, shall consist of the
-application of a sine beat motion with maximum peak accel-

eration corresponding to the safe shutdown earthqualKe (SSE)



C.. (continued)

zero period acce~leration (ZPA) which is 1.08g horizontal
and 0.72g vertical over a frequency usuage of 1 to 33 Hz.
Five beats with a pause between beats such that there
results no significant superposition of motion shall be run
at each natural frequency of the board as determined by the
resonant search test and at each half octave over the fre-
quency range 1 to 33 Hz. There shall be 10 cycles per beat
for each sine beat.

3.0 Monitoring

3.1 Excitation, Control

Control accelerometers to monitor input accelerations will be
mounted on the test table-at locations near the driving points
for the horizontal and vertical axces.

3.2 Specimen Response

The required quantity of response accelerometers will be mounted
on the specimen-at locations show,.n on the attached sketch. Each
accelerometer response will be recorded on magnetic tape and/or
oscillograph recorder.

3.3 Functional Device Monitoring Criteria (Electrical Monitoring)

a. Each of the relays'listed below shall be monitored. with
chatter detectors for contact chatter. Contact chatter
is defined as false openinsz of normally-closed contacts
and false closures of normally-open contacts which times

* are greater than one milli-second. Each relay shall be
tested for chatter throughout all four test phases.

b. One each of the followin' protective relaysD shall be tested
for contact chatter with the relay~s ce-energized: %

Device N~o. Relay Type

51V COy-8
32 CRN-l £
64 DCF I l
59 CV-5 / 0 ('
51 00-8
46 C
87 SA-l 1-
50 SC .I



c. The following lock-out relays shall be tested for contact

chatter. One relay shallJhe tested intergt posit~ion

and the other in the tripped position.

Device No. Re-lay Type

86-3 Series 24
82-2 Series 24

d. Each of the following auxiliary relays shall be tested for

contact chatter with one of each type relay energized and

one of each type relay de-energized.

Relay Type

MG-6

EGA

e. After the seismic test, each of the above relays shall be

inspected for physical failure and tested for electrical
failure.

4.0 In-Process Inspection

T he i ecords will be checked for quality of performance after each

test. The specimen will be examined for possible da-mage follow-
ing each phase of testing and at other appropriate times. All
important vibration effects will be logged. Photographs will be

taken of any noticeable physical damage that may occur*

5.0 Rep~ort*

Test reports shall be in accordance with contract 74C8-85329,
and consist of:

Wyle Laboratories Test Data.

Ten copies of a certification type report will be issued subse-
quent to the completion of testing, and this report will be signed
by a registered professional engineer.

The subject test report is an official document which shall have
unity, coherence, and emphasis. Any unsatisfactory portions of
the test report may require 'retesting of the board and resub-
mitting a corrected test report.

The documentation shall include the following:

a. Description of the testing facilities (name and location)

b. List of equipment and supporting structure used during test
and calibration data of instruments.

c. A sketch and w-ritten description of the physical insta.llation
of equipment on the testing machine showing test directions
and accelerometer locations.

d.Provide a summary of test data consisting of test number, ()
sweep rate, input acceleration level, time between beats., (4

beat frequency, frequency contcnt, axis tested, test



J. Certification that the
construction and could
mental requirements as

boards not tested are of identical
meet the same seismic and envyiron-
the board that was tested.

ký. Approved signature and date.

DELTA S14ITCH~BOARD CQMFAN~Y

'Jhn IIey
Project Enginee

JH :ph

a. Discuss any failures which occurred during the testing.

f. Furnish a table of data taken from the oacillograph record-
ings of input accelerations, board accelerations, frequency,
and time between beats.

g. Average daýmping co-efficients of board tested in each axis.
Show equation used and give an example of calculation.

h. Data on the relays tested consisting of relay location,
accelerations, frequency, test number, failures, and any
pertinent information to prove their ability to withstand
and function during and after the seismic tests.

i. Natural. resonant frequencies obtained.
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Tennessee Valley Authority
W9DI83, 400 S-itt Hill1 DriLve
Knoxville, Tennessee

Attn: Mr. John Williamson

Subject:

37902

Watts Bar Essenftal Raw Cooling Water Pumps, our report MIE-274 -
.375" support gap

Dlear Mr. Willian ou:

As I discussed with you on the phone, I can not do a precise. analysis.of this
gap unless I have the complete time-history data for this system. However, aswe. disicussed, I am able to perform a conservative approx-nate analysis as
follows:

Using the standard formula:

d h at5 where d -. 375, a -.2Z or 77 in./sec.2 ,

and t --"time before impact

Therefore:

t WI2 2 2(.3 75)
77

=L .099 seconds

Also, v. at, where v is the velocity. Thus:

v 77(.099) -7.63 in./sec.

The kinetic energy is: .u ½mv2 .12.2 for total bowl. assembly

U - h(12.2)(7.63)2- 355 in-lbs.

The impeller shaft has K 4SE-1 .= 48(29000000) (6.84)
L ~(26) S

Bearing . h
= 541,721 lbs./jn.

Bai n
12 t..Impeller

11PHONE

=25) 854471

.. .- ... . . .. . .. ..

McDONALD ENGINEERING ANALYSIS COMPANY

POST OFFICE B3OX g974
2245 131 Street N. W.

S BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35215

May 5, 1982



4--Mr. John Williamson Page2 1a5,98

The kinetic energy is absorbed by the shaft, thus:

½KA2  U *- 355

A - ý2(355) .036" ,thus the wear rings contact
541721

This causes a load on the wear ring of:

P - KA .541721(.036) -19,.502 lbs.

The wear ring is 1211 diameter x 1'" wide. Thus, the contact area is:

A m12(1) -- 12 in. projected

The contact strzess is:

S - 19502/12 1,625 psi

The allowable is at least 5,000 psi 'for short term loads for bronze wear rings.

As shown above, even a-very conservative analysis shows that the gap will be.
no problem. I think that the above is -very conservative because once the
impeller makes contact, the energy will probably be absorbed elsewhere in the
bowl.

Very, truly. yours,

C'MI/sds
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Seismic Analysis of P01-54 Cycoil

Bruce CM~ Diesel, Inc.

C. Gary Hughes

19 February 1974
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GII 19 February 1974

Seismic Analysis

Equipment: POI-54 Cycoil

By: American Air Filter Co., Inc.

Engineer: C. Gary Hughes

For: Power Systems Division of
Bruce M4 Diesel, Inc.

Job:

Purchase Order: 19093-336-379

Bruce Spec.: PSD QAO1O, Rev. 1, June, 1972

Seismic Spec.: 21A92.36BZ, Rev. 0 Par. 4.8

Seismic* Recuirements:

The equipment must be designed to withstand and rena in operable

after the application of the worst of the seismic loadings:

(1)ýý Horizontal 2.7 g, Vertical 1.8 g

(Z) Horizontal 3. 0 S,. Vertical 0. 5 &

The coefficients are to be applied to the center of mass of the

equipment in the worst case manner concurrently with operating loads.

Stresses resulting from this load combination are not to exceed 90%

of the material yield stress.

Worst Case Seismi~c Load:

Bending stresses in the "rertical columns are dominant. There-

fore, the highest horizontal acceleration poses the most severe loading

condition (loading 2 above).



Maximum Stresses.

The standard cycoil was modified by the addition of 6 equally

spaced vertical stiff eners. These 4 x 4 x 3/8 rolled steel angles

are designed to withstand all of the seismic forces without the need

for using the available stiffness in the standard desi*gnd

Unit Dry Weight: 2440 Lb.

Weight of Oil.: 300 Lb.

Total Wet Weight: 2740 Lb.

Even though the majority of the oil remains in the base reser-

voir, the weight of the unit will b~e analyzed as though the oil is

evenl~y distributed over the height of the Un~it.

The bending moment at a stiffener base is:

M wL2  Where L -CollufmaLength 91 in.

w= aEF LB/flN

W =.2740 Lb

a-3.0g

M (3.0) (2740) (91)2 =4.l6xl0 IN-L3
(6x91) (3)

Section modu-lus(S), 4x4x3/8 angle 1.52 N

M 4.16x104  27,340 ps'i
,Bending stress C7.z 1.52 ____

Assuming uniformly distr~ibuted vertical forces:

The axial compressive stress in a stiffener is:

C,_(l+a,,)(T) -1.5(2740) 20 /av 0.5
A- 6A -6(2.86) 24 ~iýA =2.86 in2/



The maximum combined stress is:

27,340 + 240 -27,580 psi

or 76.6% of the 36,000 psi material yield stress.

This stress level is less than the specified maximum of 90% of

material yield stress.

M!aximum Deflections:

The maximt- def lection

the 3.0 g horizontal load.

column stiff eners:

WL4
Umax 24EI

occurs at the top of the equipment under

Again considering one of the six 4x4x3/8

where v
-E W 1.5 LB /IN -

6L

L - 91 in

E - 29x106 psi

I = 4.36 in 4

15 (91) 4
24(29x100 ) (4.36

= 0. 34 in

This deflection is not high enough to cause equipment malfunction

during a seismic occurence. Filter pads, the oil lift assembly, and

perforated plate will all remain in a stable position throughout the

elastic motion. The equipment will return to its original operating

configuration after the prescribed seismic disturbance.

:_Amax



Statement of Conformance:

The 54 POI. cycoil, as altered with additional stiffeners, is

designed to withstand the prescribed seismic loads without loss of

equipment function.

"C. Gary Hughes,

Product Engineer

CGH/tW
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ATTACHMENT 19.1-2

SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF SUPPORT FOR INTAKE AIR FILTER (CYCOIL)
FOR DIESEL GENERATORS

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

Filter Assy
Size P01-54

A

V p

C_ _- -sY4

C.Q.

H -?o S

NA
- ~ *" TT

II &OR

,- FIL TER SUPPoR 7

17L.EV.7SN 0I~/9 A1 ~

I1
48

I

Y48 
H

.pP144C6

94 14OLrFO Pof 4 ,N&/OR
BOLT (Jo PLAE

Reeces:

(1) Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc., Drawing D379D08003, Rev. C
(2) American Air Filter Co., Inc., Drawing 63P-774505-A
(3) TVA Drawings 17W586-1R13 and 17W220-1R8

V Iq jQ A
tq a



1. DETERMINE MAXIMUM ANCHOR BOLT-LOAD - P

Do unit analysis, i.e., for ig horiz. acceleration from reference (2):

Weight of Filter Assy Dry =1,900 lbs

Weight of Oil (45 gal) 300 lbs

Total Weight =2,200 lbs

Assume Assy C.G is 48 inches above floor

Overturn Moment - M ot= 2,200 lbs x 48 in
105,600 in-lbs for Ig

-R ý -ý %iNChM

/VSUTP.n - A XI15

~l~r

Pattern Symmetrical About Vertical Axis
Neutral Axis Along Diameter

N = Number of Bolts in Pattern -6

PMAX Ri
2

6 x 28-5/ 8

- 1230 lbs per 'g'

P/4

x 105,600



This filter asay is mounted on floor elevation 760.5 of Diesel Generator
Building. In order to determine an appropriate response acceleration from
the applicable response spectrum, the following natural frequency
calculations for the support angle (2 x 3 x 3/8) and composite section are
presented.

Properties of angle:-

A = 1.74 in2  YI =0.31 in4

I X = 1.51 in, Z x= 0.76 in3  .ZZ= .2i

y= 0.93 in 3Z
1I- = 0.53 in, Z y= 0.36 ins, Y/ X = 0.53 in

Y 0.55 in y ýjgY = 1.03 in

For-Apnile Aptin!t Alowe

Natural Freq. of Uniform Beam W W

W a n -p E1 For cantilever
n 2r ,144

where a n= 3.52, E=- 30 x 106 PSI (Steel Angle)

P1= Mass per unit length = 0.28 #/ins x 1 in x 1.74 in
2

386
= .0013

=48 in

Calculate W nabout 3 axes, i.e., K-K, y-y, z-z

About x-x - W= 3.52 /30 x 106 x1.51 45.H
n 2ir~ .0013 x484



About y-y - V

About z-z - W

3.52 30106 x0.53 27. HZ
2,Y .0013 x 48'

3.52 30x16x 0.31 =21. H
27! .0013 x 484

The above W 's are for information only since the angles do
but as part nof a composite cross section to resist bending.
composite cross section properties are determined below for
w.
n

ELEMENYT C

not act alone
Therefore, the
calculation of

Calculate I total by General Eq. Itoa + Ad2

For Conservatism Nealect-Shell Contribution toI

Elem I E in') A in1- - d in) A02(in' Comments

1 0.53 1.74 0 0
2 '-0.31 1.74 24.38 1034 d =(R + 1.03) sin 600
3 '-0.31 1.74 24.38 1034
4 0.53 1.74 0 0
5 -0.31 1.74 24.38 1034

Z9JIL.IL14, 24,38I I4~

Total 2.30 1.443 413610.44



Moment of Inertia of Composite Cross Section About Axis x-i (see page 4)

I'total Ixx ~Icg + ýgAD2

I total =2.30 + 4136 = 4138 in'

Calculate Com st Section W

W an EItotal

il Mass per unit length - let weight (2200 lbs) of filter assy
be distributed evenly over length (1) of angles (48 inches).

2200 lbs =018
386 x 48

W =3.52 3Ox 10( x 4138
-in 0.1187 x 48'

=249.H
z

From applicable response spectrum, the corresponding response accelerations are

Horizontal Acceleration - A H = 1.27 x 2 x 0.54 =1.37g

Vertical Acceleration - AV 2/3 A H = 0.91g

The above W = 249 H was based on uniform beam
n z

Do additional W ncalculation based on the following model

K=E total

K 3 x 30 x 106 x 4138

483

K =3.368 x 10' Lbs

in

W = 1 3.368x 106 x386

n 2wt 2200

Corres, Response Acceleration
AB= 1.37g; AV= 0.91g

K

rT "n

Assy weight

M 2200 lbs

3 86

=122 H
z

Are No Change From Above, i.e.,

See the following for components stress analyses!



From Unit Analysis, Page 2, Bolt Load =1230 lbs/g

Total P max A. Ax 1230 = 1.37 x 1230 =1,685 lbs

Bolt Size 5/8 inch diameter (steel)
At= 0.22 in2 (root area) - Class 2A, 3A Threads

A s 0.96 - 1.10 in Class 2A, 3A Threads
S inch

Tensile Stress in Bolt -S

St= 1685 lbs =7,659 PSI
0.22

Assume Bolt Material is A36, Sy =36,000 PSI

Let Allowable Bolt Stress = 0.9 Sy = 32,400 PSI

Margin of Safety (M.S.) of Bolt

(Bolt) M.S. =32400
7659

- 1 +3.18

Composite Section-or Support-Anitle..Anolyii!

Bending Stress (S b at Angle Outer Fiber

C = (R + 3) SIN 600 =26.08 in

A HM .ot C 1.37g x 105,600 _____ x 26.08 in

b Itotal 4138 in4

S b= 912 PSI

Assume Angle Material is A36, Sy = 36,000 PSI
Let Allowable Stress =0.9 Sy =32.400 PSI

Margin of Safety (M.S..) of Angle

(Angle) M.S. =32,400 - 1 = + Very Larne
912
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Ata22-~d Z~+ 1/5
Seismic and Dynamic Qualification Summary of Equipment

Plant Name: Watts Bar Type:

1. Utility: Tennessee Valley Authority PWR x

2.. NSSS. Westinghouse BWR ___________

3. A/E: TVA Other __ ________

I. Component Name: Fuel Handling Machine (spent fuel pit bridge crane)

1. Scope: [xx) NSSS JBOP [JOther

2. Model Number: FHSCFB Quantity: One

3. Size or Range: 4000 lb Capacity

4. Vendor: .Dwight Foote Inc.

5. If the component i~s a, cabinet or panel, name and model number of the devices

included: Not applicable

k 6. Physical Description:

Fa.. Appearance: Crane-type structure

b. Dimensions: 25 ft. high -46 ft. wide - 9'0" long

C. Weight: 30,000 lbs.

7. Locati on: ,Buil1di ng: Fuel Storage Building

Elevation: 755 ft.-6 in.

8. Field Mounting Conditions: EIBolt (No. ,Size )
Note: BOP designer provides L]Weld (Length
size and type of bolts Rails connecteTT6 floor with anchor bolts

based on rail loads provided by Westinghouse.
9. Mounting Orientation [e.g., on floor, cantilevered, suspended, etc.]

Sits on floor-mounted rails

10 a a. System in which located: Refueling System

b. Functional Description: Used to transport new and spent fuel assemblies

C. Is the equipment required for [JHot Standby, [)Cold Shutdown

[ ] Both [ X] Neither [ X] Other Refueling



11. Pertinent Reference Design Specifications for Qualification Requirements:
952570 Rev. 2

*Equipment Specification - 676470 Rev. 3

a. Seismic Input See Section V d. Service Conditions See Referenced Spec.

b. Hydrodynamic Load Input N/A e. Qualified Life 40 y rs..

C. Fatigue Considerations N/A

III. Is Equipment Available for Inspection in the Plant:

[x I Yes [3No 3Partial or limited availability

IV. Equipment Qualification Method:

[3Test C X] Analysis

Qualification Report:*

(No., Title and Date): Fuel Hi

Company that Prepared.Report: -

Company that Reviewed,.Report:-

SWhere Report is. filed or availab

Applicable Codes and/or Standard

V. Vibration Input:

1. Loads conslidered: a.. [X

b.[

c.

d. C

2. Method of Combining-RRS:

S3Absolute Sum

E ] Combination of Test and Analysis
tS-FHE-0470 (82)

Lndling Machine Static. & Dynamic Analysis

Westinghouse NTD

Westinghouse NTD

le: Westinghouse NTD

s: CM4AA No.. 7G

3Seismic. only

IHydrodynamnic only

3Vibration from normal operation

3Combination of (a), (b), and (c)

X I SRSS I I

3. Required Response Spectra'* (attach the graphs): See attached Figures 2-7

Note:

*If more than one report complete items IV thru VII for each report.
**If other than RRS is used, describe method.



5% 7%3/5
S4. Damping Corresponding to RRS: OBE _______ SSE 7

5.~ Required Acceleration in Each Direction:

[ ] ZPA [ ] Other ________

OBE* S/S = NA F/B - NA V = NA

SSE* S/S = NA F/B. NA V = NA

6. Were fatigue effects. considered?

[ ]JYes [X]No

If Yes, describe how they were treated in overall qualification program:

V1. If-Qualification by Test, then complete: (not applicable)

1. £ ]Single Frequency E 3Multi-Frequency: ..random
I ]sine beat-

S 2. E3Single Axis. [)Multi-Axis
E3Independent Axis E3In-phase motions-

3. Number of Qualifications rests:

OBE ________ SSE _ _______ Other_________

(specify)

4. Frequency Range: ______________________________

5. Natural Frequencies in Each Direction (Side/Side, Front/Back, Vertical):

S/Se_ _ _ _ _ F/B~ __ _ __

6. Method of Determining Natural Frequencies:

[3Lab Test [3In-Situ Test E3Analysis

7. TRS enveloping RRS using Multi-Frequency Test

[3Yes (Attach TRS & RRS graphs)
£3No



8. Maximum Input g-level Test:

OBE S/S= ______ F/B= - _____ V

SSE S/S = __ __ _F/B = _ _____V

9. Laboratory Mounting:

A. C Bolt (No. _, Size...

[3Weld (Length . ____

B. Orientation and Fixturing:

10. Functional operability verified:

[3Yes [3No f3Not Applicable

11. Test Results including modifications made:.

12. Other tests performed (such as aging or-fragility test, including results):

13. Failure Modes (if appropriate

14. Margins Available: E I tnpu~t Spectrum C 3 Fragility

VI. If Qualification by Analysis, then complete:

1. .Method of Analysis:

SX] Static An alysis ].3Equivalent Static Analysis

SX] Dynamic Analysis: E3Time-History [X ] Response Spectrum
See Note 1

2. Natural Frequencies in Each Direction (Side/Side, Front/Back, Vertical):

/ 3,4,7,8,12 F/B8= 5,6,7,17 V = 3,4,5,6,8

.3. Model Type: X] 3D C 2D C 10

C X] Finite Element 3Beam

[ ] Closed Form Solution £3Other_______

Note 1: Static analysis was performed to determine stresses from deadweight.

A dynamic response spectra analysis was performed to determine seismic

stresses. The seismic stresses and deadweight stress were combined
absolutely.

4/5

=



4. [X] Computer-Codes: WECAN (NRC is currently review.ing WECAN as part of
WCAP 8829.)

Frequency Range and No. of modes considered: 0.1 - 30 Hz - first four modes

[ I Hand Calculations

5. Method of Combining Dynamic Responses from Seismic and other Dynamic Loads:

[X] Absolute Sum-~ SRSS C ] Other: ______________

Seismic + D (specify)

6. Damping

OBE 5% SSE 7% Basis for damping used: *WCA.P-.7921
*-This report. has been approved by the.N RC.

7. Support Considerations in the model: ýIame as installed condition

8. Critical Structural Elements:

Governing Load
or Response Seismic Total Stress

A. Identification Location Combination Stress Stress Allowable

ELEM 5 (bridge truck) F/B 31'161 35798 47,500

B.
Max. Critical Maximum Allowable Deflection-
Deflection Location to Assure Functional Operability

Not Exceeding allowable stresses as defined in
Applicable AISC manual of steel construction

9. Failure Modes: None

.10. Margins Available:. E I Inpu~t Spectrum EX] Stress or Deflection
As noted above, there is margin between allowable'stresses and actual stresses.
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ATTACIDIT2

FOR SEISMIC CATEGORY I Ifl=fI D)3%VICES

An extensive study of nozzle loading conditions for -pi-pe sup~ported equaip-

ment such as valves,, strainers, etc., has been mecde by VIA.

* ~This study reveale th olwn eIgloin condi~tions and combina-

tions to be applicable to inline, active devices (active vaL~ves). The

loading conditions and. load combinations are defined as follows:

Normal as pressure + dead-weight + thermal.

Up0set as pressure + deadweight + thermal +- operating basis
earthquak~e.

jxaiergency as -press-are 4- dead-weight +- thermal + sale
shut down enrthquake.

The -fol-lowirng bipino- loads ar-e to be transritted to the nozzles:

Axia'l force equal to C1 times the axial tensile of compressive

force of the piping at yield when at room termpera~ture.

Sheer force equal to C2 times the axial temnsi).c: or compressive

force of the -pipDing at yield when at room temvperatu~re.

Bending Moment equal to C3 times the bend~ing moment, of the piping

at yield when at room temperature.

Torsionall moment equal to C4 times the bending i-ornent of the

piping at yield when at room temperature.

The nozzle loeds are to be considered as being tpp~ied simultaneously.

The coefficient C1, C2 , C33 and Cgiven above arc- U sted belorw for

each loading condition.



Axial Shear Bending Torsional.
Force Force Moment Mom-ent

Condi~tion± C1  C2  C 3C

Ilormal 0.25 0-.15 0.140 0.10

Upset 0.25 0.15 o.145 0.15

Iýmergency 0.30 0.15 0.50 0.2-0

Valve sup-pliers imust certify in the stress repoort that active valves,

operability will be maintained when t-he system piping satisfies' the

requirement above for the nozzle end loads.* A. test o' the active valves

may be performed to demonstrate operational capability du~ring and a~fter

the emergency condition loading.

Dleflections of equipment resulting from seismic loads which may affect

valve operation must be evaluated in the seismic analysis. Deflections

xmust be held wit'.hin rinini -clearances between. valve components or

within manufacturing assembly tolerances. The natural. frequency of

overhanging or extended structures-mst be calculated to demonstrate that

excessive deflec -ions do not occur and interfe re wtth valve opoerattion.

The minimum acceptable natural frequency is 33 Hz.

The pressure-containing- parts of the valve assemblies shall be designed

in accordance with the ASIE B&FV_ Code, Section 111.

For nonactiv-e inline devices (nonactive valves, st-rainers, etc.), a nozzle

stress analysis is not required when both the following conditions are

satisfied by calculations: (1) section modulus and. area of a plane,

normal to the flow, through the region of mi-- cross section, e.g.,

valve body crotch, are at least 10 percent greater than the pi-ping.

*connected to the vlebody inlet and outlet nozzles, and (2) ASIAE Code

Allowable stress for the device body material is equal to or greater than

the code all owable stress of the coll1ected piping material . If unable to

commly with this requirement, the desiga by analysis procedure of AVE~

CeSe::n. (ST se Tizn 3l-314 .52 for va.!v;S" !

alternate method.

Uniless otherwfise specified, the yield stress off the piping Material at

room ten~perature shall be assumed to be 25,000 psi.



ATTACis.iT 14

NOZZLE LOADS CRITERLI

F SEMISI=I CACEGOIY I rLOOR-1-OUJTZL'2AIP2I

The t'ollowing criteria are standard. design load requirement which aJll

floor-mounted eeytipment, nozzles and. penetrations must meet (pumps, tan~ks,

etc.).

The loads from attached piping exerted on the nozzles of' the assembly may

be classif'ied by the fol~lowing loadling combinations:

a. Warmal as deadweight + thermal + other applicable mechanical loads.

b. Upset (ret'erence load.ng condition-)-us. normal + operating basis

earthtiua~ke.

c. Emergency as nor-mal + safe shut tdawn eairthqualke (SSrE).

d. Faulted as emergency + mmlicable design bases accident loading

effects including SSE.

For the reference- loading condition (uposet), the max=. m. piping forces t-o

be transmitted to the nozzles of the assembly are:

a. The direct farces (Px, Py, Pz) are, in addition to any internally

-Induced pressure loads, a set of' concentrzated loads in thr-ee orthog-

anal dixections each not less than 0.01 t imes the force of the attach-

ment piping at. yield. whean at room te neratuxe..

b. The bending momrents (Ayr, Mz) in the ýtwo ort'hogons.1 dir ections are

each net less than 0.0707 times the moment of' the attachment pi-ing;

at yield -wLhen at room temnoerature.

c. The t-orsionall moment (?vtc) is not less -than 0.1 times the torsionalI

moment of 'the attachmennt pi-ping at yiJeld. when at room terperature.



"Figure I illustrates the mini==m nozzle/penetra~tion design loads and- the

equations for calculating them. Note that the bending moment is not

*calculated as a resultant, but as a vector component which- can be used. as

the allowamble moment existing concurrently in two bending axes. The

n .ozzle loads are to be considered as being applied sin~iltaneouslZT.

The loads to be transmitted to the nozzles of the assenbJly for each loading

combination are defined as follows:

a- Normal - the loads shall not be less than 75 percent of the reference

loading condition.

b. UnDset - the loads shall not be less than . 100 percent of the reference

loading cond~ition.

c. Emergency - the loads shall not be less thl-an 125 percent of the

reference loading condition-

d. Faulted - the loads shall not be less than 125 percent of theI reference loading condition.

For nonactiv'e equipment, it must be denonstrated that structural integrity

inz maintained under action of the above loading conditions. For active

equipment it must be further demonstrated-. oerability is not impaired by

action of the above loads. Test data giving evidence of operability may

be submitted in lieu of analysis.

4



Definitions

PXcy Y, Minimum design force on nozzle*/penetration.

=Maximum allowable pipe imposed load.

Mby, z = Minimum design bending moment on nozzle*/Penetration.

= ýtxirnum allowable pipe inmposed bending moment.
(Note 1-%by = 1,rzare assumed to occur s imultaneouisly.)

I -t = Minimum, design torsional moment on nozzle/penetration.

= Maximum allowabole pipe imposed torsional moment.

A = Mletal cross sectional area of pipe.

Ao = cross- sectional area of pipe.
4 '4

j = Polar moment off inertia of pipe cross section = *1 (do di

F = Internal- design pressure.

Ro = Outer zize radius.

Z = Pipe section modulus =I/c

y = Yield stress in pipe at operating temperature.

Fr = Resultant bending momcnt produced by M'y and:4.

*The load given for P. shall be in addition to the internally induced pressure

load PA0 , when evaluating the mini-mum design axial nozzle load.

FICURF .1 (5)
NnNTfl4 "r'7T.Kipr pi~~r;~ v r mý i~-ThT7Tý? rMnT mq

Minimum Nozzle L~ads Maximum

The Axial or Lateral Forces Thc, y, z shall be .01

times the force at yield in the -pipe.

The Bending MIoament M'by z shall be 0.0707 times the

moment at yield in the pipe.

The Torsional Moment (-Mtx) shall be that required. to
produce a shear stress in the pipe %all of 0.1 times




